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Openlands, with engineering
assistance from Conservation Design
Forum, studied how community and
school gardens in flood-prone Chicago
neighborhoods can slow, clean, and
reduce stormwater runoff that runs into
city sewers and ultimately flows into
Chicago’s waterways.
The process sparked an opportunity
much more powerful than simply
affirming these green infrastructure
solutions worked. It forged new
partnerships with government
agencies and non-profits and created
community ties that can help change
the way Chicagoans see, value, and
manage water.

INTRODUCTION
Moving towards community-based
stormwater solutions
The Chicagoland area is emerging as a recognized voice in
the national movement to promote green infrastructure as a
vital piece of successful stormwater management programs
to reduce the devastating effects of flooding. Agencies
are realizing the untapped potential of leveraging public
green infrastructure projects, such as neighborhood and
school gardens, as community-based stormwater solutions.
Gardens instill a “water ethic” in children and their families,
changing how Chicagoans value and manage water at home.
These local gardens can become green infrastructure hubs
to extend practices, such as green alleys and tree plantings,
into neighborhoods throughout Chicago. As communities
acclimate to this new way of managing water, people will
begin to recognize the importance of incorporating green
infrastructure as household practices in their daily lives.
Expanding practices on this scale requires proof that
installing and maintaining green infrastructure
technology is a reliable and functional part of stormwater
programs. This report quantifies how four community
and school gardens in Chicago effectively filtered and
reduced stormwater runoff, and drew solid support from
neighborhood residents to maintain these green spaces
into the future. The results clearly demonstrate that these
gardens have merit as green infrastructure solutions.
These successful projects open the door to understanding
how behavioral change can eventually lead to sustainably
managing water at a household level.

Flooded home in northern Cook County after a record-breaking storm on
April 18, 2013

The increasing regional threat of flooding
The Chicago region is facing unprecedented flooding. In
2013, Cook County saw the wettest April in its 143-year
observational record. Over eight inches of rain fell within
a matter of days. January of 2014 was the third snowiest
month tracked in Chicago since the 1880’s. The dense
urban landscape is covered with buildings and pavement
that prevent rain and snowmelt from soaking into the
ground. During storms, water accumulates and runs off
these surfaces, carrying with it pollution such as oil, dirt,
metals, lawn fertilizers, and pesticides. The cool rain heats
up as it moves across roofs and roads that are warmed by
the sun. This hot contaminated runoff either drains into
municipal sewers or sheets across the land, flowing into our
rivers and lakes. Sudden and intense storms, like the ones
we experienced in 2013, overwhelm our sewer infrastructure,
leading to street and basement flooding. Rivers, like the Des
Plaines, rise quickly, flooding downstream communities.
With 5.4 million people living in the area, we cannot
accommodate all of this stormwater.
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The United States EPA describes the severity of urban
stormwater impacts from the sheer force of the runoff:

“

The United States EPA defines green infrastructure in
its 2013 Strategic Agenda as the use of natural systems
or “engineered systems designed to mimic natural
processes to more effectively manage urban stormwater
and reduce receiving water impacts. These systems are
often soil or vegetation-based and include planning
approaches such as tree preservation and impervious
cover reduction, as well as structural interventions such
as rain gardens and permeable pavements.”3

Storm sewers concentrate runoff into smooth, straight
conduits. This runoff gathers speed and erosional
power as it travels underground. When this runoff
leaves the storm drains and empties into a stream, its
excessive volume and power blast out streambanks,
damaging streamside vegetation and wiping out
aquatic habitat. These increased stormflows carry
sediment loads from construction sites and other
denuded surfaces and eroded streambanks....1

”

Government agencies on all levels are adopting incentives
and requirements, and are providing assistance to expand
the use of green best management practices.

Combined sewers in Chicago pose an additional threat of
exposing people to stormwater laden with untreated sewage.
Each year, when heavy rains inundate the City’s sewer system,
the Metropolitan Water Reclamation District of Greater
Chicago must flush billions of gallons of tainted stormwater
into Chicago’s rivers. During the most intense storms, the
District opens the city’s locks, and releases combined sewer
overflows into Lake Michigan.

The United States EPA encourages communities to
incorporate green infrastructure on municipal, neighborhood
and site scales as part of a comprehensive approach to
achieving healthier waters.4

“

The pollution commonly found in urban runoff can harm
fish and wildlife, kill native plants, contaminate people’s
water supplies, and make recreational experiences less
safe and pleasant.1 These impacts are so profound that the
United States EPA considers urban stormwater runoff to
be a leading source of impairment to our nation’s waters.2
Urban communities across the country are responding by
coupling massive capital infrastructure projects, such as the
Metropolitan Water Reclamation District’s “Deep Tunnel” and
reservoir systems, with decentralized green infrastructure
practices to manage increased stormwater risks.

”

The United States EPA has committed substantial support to
help communities systematically build and maintain longterm green infrastructure solutions. In 2014, it provided
1

3

4

By maintaining or restoring the hydrologic function of
urban areas, green infrastructure treats precipitation
as a resource rather than waste, and can play a critical
role in achieving community development as well as
water quality goals.5

Protecting Water Quality from Urban Runoff, United States EPA, Report 841-F- 03-003 (2003)
2
See United States EPA July 2013 Presentation on its proposed stormwater regulations
3
United States EPA 2013 Green Infrastructure Strategic Agenda
See e.g. United States EPA Green Infrastructure Strategic Agenda 2013; Water Quality Scorecard, United States EPA, Report No. EPA 231B09001, Oct. 2009)
5
United States EPA Green Infrastructure Strategic Agenda 2013, p. 1

$400,000 in annual technical assistance grants for local
communities to implement green practices. The agency is
expanding educational opportunities for public officials and
practitioners. It hosts regular discussions by academic and
professional leaders on topics and applications from best
practices in operations and maintenance to the intersection of
green infrastructure and climate change. On the regulatory
side, the United States EPA also works extensively with
communities to integrate best management practices into
stormwater permits and remedies for non-compliance with
the Clean Water Act (e.g., Combined Sewer Overflow consent
decrees). The agency is in the process of adopting national
stormwater rules to require reductions in urban stormwater
runoff.
The Illinois EPA also promotes green infrastructure practices.
In 2010, it commissioned a study from the University of
Illinois at Chicago on the effectiveness of a number of best
management practices. The final report recommended the
State adopt institutional and policy frameworks to support
developing a statewide Green Infrastructure Plan.6 As a
result, the Illinois General Assembly authorized the creation
of the Illinois Green Infrastructure Grants (IGIG) program.
From 2011 to 2014, the Illinois EPA awarded about $5 million
annually to fund local implementation of best management
practices that protect or improve the quality of impaired
waters in Combined Sewer Overflow and Municipal Storm and
Sanitary Sewer areas. The program will be discontinued after
the FY 2014 grant cycle.
The Illinois EPA is considering adopting post-construction
runoff standards recommended by a multi-disciplinary
advisory committee in 2012 and has committed to reform
outdated criteria to prioritize green infrastructure projects
under the State Revolving Loan Fund (SRF) programs.
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Goethe Elementary School received a $750,000 IGIG grant to install rain
gardens, a cistern system, permeable pavement, and other campus-wide
green infrastructure solutions in 2013. (Photo by Elise Doody-Jones)
Governor Pat Quinn announced in 2014 his intention to
double his $1 billion investment in the State’s Clean Water
Initiative to increase low-cost SRF loans for local stormwater
and flood control projects.
In 2013, the Metropolitan Water Reclamation District of
Greater Chicago (“District”) adopted new stormwater
standards for Cook County (outside of Chicago) in its
Watershed Management Ordinance7, which require
development and redevelopment of a certain size to
capture the first inch of rain that falls on site. The District
launched a stormwater management program in 2006 that
is prioritizing green infrastructure projects throughout its
six Watershed Planning Council areas. In January 2014,

The Illinois Green Infrastructure Study: A Report to the Illinois EPA on the Criteria in Section 15 of Public Act 96-0026, the Illinois Green Infrastructure for Clean
Water Act of 2009” Martin Jaffe, et al. (May 28, 2010)
7
Cook County Watershed Management Ordinance (2014), available at: wmo.mwrd.org
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the agency agreed in a federal consent decree to expand its
program to retain two million gallons per storm within five
years, five million within 10 years, and ultimately 10 million
gallons within 15 years. (This is in addition to completing the
remaining work on the District’s three reservoirs, making its
Tunnel and Reservoir Plan fully operational by 2029.) District
staff is collaborating with the City of Chicago, Chicago Public
Schools, and other agencies to promote green infrastructure
as a vital part of the region’s long-term stormwater
management solutions.
Chicago has taken bold programmatic steps to scale up the
systematic installation of green infrastructure projects. In
October 2013, Mayor Rahm Emanuel announced that the City
will devote $50 million over the next five years to build green
infrastructure practices to improve stormwater management
infrastructure. The City of Chicago anticipates that these
projects will store an additional 10 million gallons of
stormwater, which could reduce runoff by 250 million gallons
each year. This is in addition to historic investments in green
practices over the last decade. As of 2010, “nearly 600,000
trees had been added to the City’s tree canopy, and more
than 4 million square feet of green roofs had been installed
on 300 buildings. Pilot projects throughout the city are also
demonstrating how green infrastructure practices can be
integrated into alleys, streets and buildings.”8
In 2012, Chicago updated its stormwater ordinance9 to require
development and redevelopment to capture the first halfinch of rain on site. The Department of Water Management
is evaluating leading practices around the nation to create
a comprehensive green infrastructure plan for the city. The
Chicago Department of Transportation released Sustainable
Urban Infrastructure Guidelines and Policies (SUIGP) in July
2013, with numerous strategies and best practices to reduce

5
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Revitalized parts of Cermak Road and Blue Island Avenue, part of
Chicago’s Pilsen Sustainable Streetscape Program (Photo by Diana
Budds, Dwell)
flooding, combined sewer overflows, potable water use, and
stormwater pollution to natural waters. The document builds
upon the Chicago Climate Action Plan, Sustainable Chicago
2015 Plan, and the Chicago Wilderness Green Infrastructure
Vision, working in concert with the City’s Complete Streets
Chicago and Placemaking guidelines.
All of these agencies are part of a national movement
that recognizes green infrastructure practices are vital
to managing stormwater in urbanized areas. They are
devoting expertise, resources and millions of dollars to best
management practices to help create Chicago’s “fourth
reservoir” to supplement the District’s massive tunnel and
reservoir plan.

8
See Green Infrastructure Case Studies, United States EPA, Report No. EPA-841-F-10-004 (Aug. 2010)
City of Chicago Stormwater Management Ordinance Manual,” City of Chicago Department of Water Management et al. (Mar. 2014)

The pilot school and community gardens described in this
report have moved the District, City of Chicago, Chicago Public
Schools and others to closely collaborate with communities in
creating a solid replicable process to transform brownfields
and asphalt lots into sustainable green space. These agencies
broke through traditional silos and found common ground,
leveraging different aspects of the pilot projects to advance
each of their core missions. In addition to cleaning and
absorbing stormwater on site, the projects revealed a potential
to reduce neighborhood basement flooding, enhanced
education for over a thousand children, provided a connection
to nature, and ignited neighborhood participation and
support. Overall, the gardens offered a forum for agencies
to cooperatively develop a cornerstone of a metropolitan
stormwater management program.
While this progress is a tremendous first step, it raises
numerous questions about how to transform this initial
public investment into a full-fledged community-based
stormwater management solution for Chicago and,
ultimately, our region.

•

How much green infrastructure does the City, the
County, and the region need to alleviate flooding?
(What size storm event is our benchmark?)

•

How will this metric change over time with our
growing population, more intense storms, and
greater storage capacity from completing different
elements of the Tunnel and Reservoir Plan?

•

How much green infrastructure can (and should)
agencies build and maintain on public land to reach
this goal?

•

How much green infrastructure will private
landowners need to use to provide the necessary
stormwater management capacity?

•

How can we permanently change the behavior of
people in our region to use green infrastructure at a
household level to bridge this gap?

The answers are not simple. Success will require
understanding how both the public and private sectors are
willing to invest time, money, and effort into building and
maintaining green infrastructure systems. We will need
to encourage residents to adopt new behavior, using green
infrastructure as a common stormwater management
practice.
This study, in evaluating the efficacy of school and community
gardens as green infrastructure practices, demonstrates
the value of the pilot projects as cornerstones of the green
movement. The successful community involvement showcases
how gardens can connect neighbors and businesses to
best management practices at a personal level. By aligning
government agencies and fostering stronger cultural
connections between public stormwater initiatives and
the millions of people living in Chicago, the community
and school garden models can help slowly transform how
Chicagoans value, use, and manage water.
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COMMUNITY GARDENS
Lawrence Street Garden
Openlands monitored how building a community garden
on top of a brownfield in Chicago can help control and
filter stormwater that runs off the site and into city sewers,
compared to nearby rooftops.

Garden,” is just west of the North Branch Chicago River. Most
of the refugees live within Albany Park, and many live on
Gunnison, the street immediately west of the garden. Albany
Park is the most diverse neighborhood in Chicago, a major
“gateway residence” for immigrants coming to the United
States and Chicago. More than 50 languages are represented
at one of the local schools. The refugees sell fruits and
vegetables from the garden at a stand along Sacramento
Avenue. The Peterson Garden Project also operates a small
community garden area on the southern portion of the site.

The Lawrence Street Garden is divided into four main
areas:

Design & demographics
In Spring of 2012, the Coalition for Limited English Speaking
Elderly (CLESE), with assistance from the City of Chicago and
North River Commission, transformed a 1 1⁄2-acre compacted
soil lot at Lawrence and Sacramento into a food production
garden for 42 refugee families from Bhutan and
Myanmar. The refugee space, now dubbed the “Global

•

A refugee food garden area to the north, with a
lower-grade footprint.

•

A 50 by 50-foot raised refugee production garden
and hoop house to the east on the site, known as
the “Global Garden.” (Pictured to the left)

•

Community gardens with raised beds on the
southern central part of the site.

•

A crop production area in raised beds oriented
east-west on the southeastern part of the site.
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Openlands collaborated with Steve Andersen, a construction contractor
for CLESE, to construct 18-inch to 42-inch berms to isolate the 50foot by 50-foot area in the garden for the stormwater project. CLESE’s
contractor lined the ground with a recycled pool liner to separate the
compacted soil base from the garden media and laid an eight-inch
perforated HDPE pipe to create an underdrain to collect stormwater
from the garden area. The perforated pipe was connected to an eightinch solid pipe to funnel the stormwater under the 42-inch berm into
the stormwater monitoring equipment.
The design acted like a large drain tile. The pipe ran along the center
of the garden area to its eastern edge to attach to the stormwater
monitoring equipment. (See the red box in the diagram to the left.) The
contractor surrounded the pipe with a 3⁄4-inch layer of gravel, laid a
layer of wood chips to a depth of 18 inches over the entire garden area,
and topped it with a two-foot layer of compost to serve as growing
material.
CLESE and the refugee gardeners later built a hoop house on a portion
of the raised garden site and planted fruits and vegetables in rows on
the remaining land. The refugees heavily watered the garden until
approximately two to three weeks before Openlands began to monitor
stormwater runoff at the site. This primed the compost, woodchips, and
drainage pipe for infiltrating rain through the site layers.

Map of the four main areas of the Lawrence Street
Garden (not drawn to scale)
Lawrence Street
Gardeners (CLESE)
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Source: Diagram of Lawrence Street Global Garden runoff plot by Tom Price, Conservation Design Forum
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Stormwater monitoring control sites for the
Lawrence Street Garden
Openlands, with the engineering advice of the Conservation
Design Forum and Metropolitan Water Reclamation District
of Greater Chicago, selected control sites for the project
to compare how much a community garden can reduce
the amount of polluted runoff that normally flows off of
impervious sites into the Chicago River. They considered sites
that were impervious, had a defined drainage area and central
drainage point, and were in close vicinity to the Lawrence
Street Global Garden. The team ultimately chose two nearby
rooftops to represent the surrounding built environment.
Rooftop of the adjacent Gunnison Court condominium
building

Gunnison Court rooftop control site by Conservation Design Forum

Openlands and Conservation Design Forum selected a
neighboring four-story condominium building to the west
of the Lawrence Street Global Garden to monitor the volume
of runoff flowing of the rooftop. The condominium board
approved the request to measure stormwater flowing off a
16-foot by 34-foot area of the roof. This partitioned area is
isolated by parapets on three sides, draining on the fourth
side into a gutter and downspout. The roof is constructed of
silver painted asphalt.
The size and location of the rooftop control site was ideal
in that the condominium would largely be part of the same
storm “microbursts” as the neighboring garden, so that
the rainfall would be similar at the side-by-side locations.
The downspout also ended near a gated storage area in the
condominium complex, which provided a secure location to
store the stormwater monitoring equipment.
Downspout and gated area for monitoring box at the control site
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Rooftop of North Side Pumping Station across the North
Branch of the Chicago River
For the second control site, the Metropolitan Water
Reclamation District of Greater Chicago agreed to collect
samples of stormwater running off a 1,200 square-foot
roof at its North Side Pumping Station, across the North
Branch Chicago River to the east of the Lawrence Street
Global Garden. Although the rooftop connects to an internal
downspout, staff at the North Side Pumping Facility located
the correct downspout pipe inside the station, which
connected to the defined area of the building’s rooftop.
District staff installed its stormwater system on October 26,
2012 to collect composite water quality samples from the
internal pipe. The District held samples for transport at its
Terrence O’Brien Wastewater Treatment Facility.

MWRD North Side Pumping Station by iStockphoto

Selection, installation, and operation of
monitoring equipment
Openlands leased equipment from Gasvoda & Associates,
Inc., to collect monitoring data at the Lawrence Street Global
Garden and neighboring Gunnison condominium building
from October 22, 2012 to November 22, 2012. Openlands and
Conservation Design Forum consulted with Gasvoda early in
the project to alter the site design and choose a stormwater
monitoring system that would accurately measure the amount
and quality of stormwater that percolates through the garden.

MWRD North Side Pumping Station by Conservation Design Forum

Gasvoda fitted both the garden stormwater pipe and an
extension covering the condominium downspout with 60
degree V-notched weirs and bubblers so that the rush of water
from the pipes didn’t overwhelm the monitoring equipment.
The flow meters were calibrated to account for the weirs so
that the readings reflected accurate rates and volumes of
runoff. The fitted pipes were connected to the stormwater
monitoring equipment in the fiberglass boxes at both the
garden and condominium locations.
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Lawrence Street Global Garden

Gunnison Condominium Building

2954 W Lawrence Avenue, Chicago

3009 Gunnison, Chicago

•

Fiberglass stormwater equipment box

•

Fiberglass stormwater equipment box

•

Full size ISCO portable sampler (Model 6712)

•

•

24 sampling bottles (1-liter polypropylene)

High capacity power pack (Model 913) to run the flow
meter

•

25 feet of 3/8 inch ID vinyl suction line with a standard
polypropylene strainer and tubing coupler

•

Flow meter with accessories to monitor runoff in pipe

•

•

Retaining rings and discharge tubes to hold sampling
bottles in place

Rain logging system (0.01 inch), with a 674 tipping
bucket rain gauge, 4120 Flow Logger to record rain
events and a 50 ft. connection cable

•

701 Module with Stainless Steel double junction
combination pH probe (measuring pH and
temperature); 25 foot cable

•

High capacity power pack (Model 913) to run the
portable sampler, flow meter, and portable pump

•

Converts 120 VAC, 50/60 Hz to 12 VDC

•

Flow meter with accessories to monitor runoff in pipe

•

Rain logging system (0.01 inch), with a 674 tipping
bucket rain gauge, 4120 Flow Logger to record rain
events and a 50 ft. connection cable

ISCO monitoring equipment: flow meter on left and sample
collector on right

Stormwater monitoring equipment provided by Gasvoda and Associates, Inc.
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October 21-22, 2012

Gasvoda installed equipment at garden and condominium
sites

October 25, 2012

Garden equipment collected sample

October 26, 2012

Openlands transported garden sample to lab and
MWRD installed equipment at pumping station

Drainage pipe at Lawrence Street Garden with pH & temperature probe
The flow meter at the Lawrence Street Garden reported the
amount, temperature, and pH of stormwater flowing out of
the drain pipe that ran under the bermed area. The meter
recorded data every fifteen minutes from October 22 to
November 12. When the meter recorded stormwater flow
above 0.3 inches from near the end of the drainage pipe, the
sampler would pump runoff in the pipe through a tube into
a series of plastic bottles. The sampler would fill an initial
bottle with a first flush sample from the start of a rain event.
The sampler would then rotate and fill the next three bottles
with composite (combined) samples for the remainder of the
storm. The composite samples are usually less polluted even
if they are taken over a longer period of time, since the initial
“flush” of rain captures and transports a lot of dirt, metals,
and other contaminants off the site.
The flow meter at the Gunnison Condominium building
similarly measured the average amount of stormwater from
a downspout connected to the roof, as well as the water’s
pH and temperature. Openlands did not take water quality
samples at the condominium location.

November 7, 2012

MWRD collected sample from pumping station,
garden equipment fails to capture a sample (due to
underground pipe leak)

November 8, 2012

Transferred MWRD sample to EMT lab

November 22, 2012

Concluded monitoring

Openlands collected rainfall data from a rain gauge bolted to
the top of the monitoring box at the Lawrence Street Garden
during the one-month monitoring period. The rain gauge used
a “tipping bucket” that recorded every time it filled and poured
out 0.01 inches of rain. The gauge reported accumulated
rainfall at five minute intervals.
Gasvoda trained representatives of Openlands and
Conservation Design Forum to calibrate the monitoring
equipment, collect samples, and download data from the
flow meter, rain gauge, and sampler. Openlands staff visited
both sites at regular intervals to download monitoring data
and ensure the equipment was functioning properly. Staff
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collected first flush and composite samples from the Lawrence Street Garden on October 26, 2012 after a common rain event
that ended on October 25. Staff directly transported the samples to Environmental Monitoring and Technologies (EMT), an
Illinois Environmental Protection Agency certified laboratory, for analysis. EMT tested the samples to determine the levels of:
Total Suspended Solids (TSS); Fats Oil and Grease (FOG), and 13 common metals in the stormwater runoff from the garden. These
pollutants are most commonly found on urban lots and city streets.
In addition, the Metropolitan Water Reclamation District of Greater Chicago assisted Openlands by collecting samples of
stormwater that flowed off of the rooftop at its North Side Pumping Station, approximately two blocks away (and across the
Chicago River from) the Lawrence Street Garden.

Volume Control Site:
Condominium Rooftop

Lawrence Street
Garden
Water Quality Control Site:
North Side Pumping Station

Aerial view of garden and monitoring sites
District staff collected a composite sample from a rain event on November 7, 2012 in a glass jar. Openlands staff directly
transported the sample from the Terrence J. O’Brien Water Reclamation Plant to the EMT laboratory on November 8, 2012. EMT
tested the District’s sample for the same three parameters as the stormwater sample from the Lawrence Street Global Garden: TSS,
FOG, and metals.
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Summary of the Lawrence Street
Global Garden monitoring
results
Conservation Design Forum analyzed the
stormwater monitoring results from all
three sites.10 Data from the garden and
condominium rooftop demonstrated the
amount of runoff that flowed from each
site. Sample results from the garden
and the MWRD pumping station rooftop
illustrated differences in the water
quality of stormwater runoff from each
of those locations.

The Lawrence Street
Global Garden slowed
and reduced stormwater
flow compared to the
neighboring Gunnison
Condominium rooftop.

Chart A: CDF arithmetic scale chart for garden and condo rooftop flow rates (Linear).

During the monitoring period, it rained four times, with recorded rainfall ranging from 0.01 inches to 0.35 inches. Since the
monitoring sites ranged in size, Conservation Design Forum normalized the rainfall data by converting it into units of cubic feet
per second per acre (cfs/acre). The difference in the amount of runoff from the condominium roof and the garden is shown in
Chart A and B (on the following page). The small amount of stormwater flow from the garden is clearer in the second “log scale”
chart. The first “arithmetic” chart counts naturally from 0 to 0.3 units of runoff, while the second “log scale” chart is exponential
to better see the smaller runoff values.
According to Conservation Design Forum, the charts show a “very distinct difference” in volume of stormwater runoff coming
from the garden and condominium site.
10

See CDF Analysis of Lawrence Street Global Garden Monitoring Data, May 24, 2013, attached as Appendix A
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Chart B: CDF log scale chart

for garden and condominium
rooftop flow rates (Exponential).

“Peak” discharges, or the times of greatest stormwater flow, were two orders of magnitude greater for stormwater running
off the roof than for flow from the garden. (See Chart B).
The log scale chart also shows that rain almost immediately drained off the roof. Comparatively, runoff from the garden slowly
trickled out over the span of three days.
Conservation Design Forum tracked how much rain fell on both the garden and condominium rooftop, both on average and at the
most intense “peak” times, by listing the inches of rain and peak rates (inches that fall in an hour) in the charts. The monitoring
equipment was installed on October 22 at the garden and October 23 on the condominium roof and began to measure rainfall. It
rained intermittently on both days. The longer recorded duration at the garden site is important to keep in mind when comparing
the results to those from the condominium rooftop.
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Chart C: CDF Analysis of Lawrence Street Global Gardens Monitoring Data, Stormwater Runoff Response Table (May 24, 2013), p. 2, attached as
Appendix A.

Sacramento Roof (Condominium Roof)
Event
Start
10/23/13 - 13:30
10/25/13 - 18:30

End
10/23/13 - 17:30
10/26/13 - 00:00

Rainfall
Total (inches)
0.10
0.35

Runoff

Peak 15-min (in/hr)
0.16
0.36

Total (inches)
0.11
0.24

Peak (cfs/acre)
0.16
0.22

Runoff Coefficient
Volume
1.10
0.69

Peak
1.00
0.61

Lawrence Garden
Event
Start
10/22/13 - 12:00
10/25/13 - 18:30

End
10/25/13 - 18:00
10/29/13 - 02:30

Rainfall
Total (inches)
0.43
0.35

Peak 15-min (in/hr)
0.16
0.36

Conservation Design Forum also included two runoff volume
coefficients for each site, which indicate how much of the total
rainfall from storms events became stormwater runoff. The
peak coefficient is how much of the most intense rain during a
particular storm became “peak” runoff. One point of interest
– data from the monitoring equipment at the condominium
building control site produced a volume coefficient of 1.10,
which is akin to 110%. This could have been because the roof
was already wet from storms on the previous day, or could
indicate that different amounts of rain fell at the two sites.
The results show that less rain became stormwater runoff
in the garden than on the roof. The garden held the rain a
lot longer, mimicking a much more natural hydrograph, and
more slowly released the runoff for days after a storm. At the
height of the storm on October 25, 2013, the greatest or “peak”
amount of runoff from the roof was 0.22 cfs per acre, while
the garden slowed peak flow to 0.0019 cfs per acre.
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Runoff

Water Quality Score Card, United States EPA, Report No. EPA 231B09001 (Oct. 2009)

Total (inches)
0.0722
0.0589

Peak (cfs/acre)
0.0033
0.0019

Runoff Coefficient
Volume
0.17
0.17

Peak
0.02
0.01

Looking at the coefficients, the garden
prevented almost four times the rain from
becoming runoff than the neighboring
roof.
This supports the United States EPA premise that building
green infrastructure on sites can manage stormwater
runoff in a way that maintains or restores the land’s
natural functionality. The United States EPA defines green
infrastructure at a site scale as a use that “mimics natural
systems by absorbing stormwater back into the ground
(infiltration), using trees and other vegetation to convert it
to water vapor (evapotranspiration), and using rain barrels
or cisterns to capture and reuse stormwater.”11 The agency
illustrates how much urbanized areas prevent this natural
stormwater retention, estimating that at typical city block
generates five times more runoff than a woodland area of the
same size.
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While the liner under the Lawrence Street Garden prevented
stormwater from absorbing back into the ground, the garden
still reduced the amount of water that would have otherwise
runoff the land. A certain amount was used by the plants and
soaked into the soil. Since water stayed on site longer, some of
it also likely evapotranspired into the air.

Source: In Stream Corridor
Restoration: Principles,
Processes, and Practices.
Federal Interagency Stream
Restoration Working Group,
Fig. 3.21 (10/98).

Slowing down runoff that ultimately was funneled into
drainage pipes off site also has strong benefits. The garden
dispersed rain that otherwise would have been part of “peak
flows” or the greatest rush of stormwater from the storm.
When the water takes days rather than minutes to drain,
the slower trickle of runoff is less likely to overwhelm the
City’s drainage pipes, ultimately creating greater storage and
treatment capacity at the water reclamation districts.

Water quality samples from the Lawrence
Street Garden were less polluted
than commonly found levels in urban
stormwater runoff.

Both plants and garden soil are instrumental in reducing stormwater runoff
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Openlands measured the quality of the stormwater runoff
that filtered through the Lawrence Street Garden and
flowed off the North Side Pumping Station rooftop. Urban
stormwater runoff commonly carries a number of pollutants,
originating from a variety of different sources.

Source: Preliminary data summary of urban stormwater best management practices, United States EPA, Report No. EPA-821-R-99-012 (Aug. 1999)

Contaminant

Contaminant Source

Sediment and Floatables (dirt and junk)
Pesticides and Herbicides
￼￼
Organic Materials
Metals
￼
Oil and Grease / Hydrocarbons
￼
Bacteria and Viruses
￼
Nitrogen and Phosphorus

Streets, lawns, driveways, roads, construction activities, atmospheric
deposition, drainage channel erosion
Residential lawns and gardens, roadsides, utility right-of-ways,
commercial and industrial landscaped areas, soil wash-off
Residential lawns and gardens, commercial landscaping, animal
waste
Automobiles, bridges, atmospheric deposition, industrial areas, soil
erosion, corroding metal surfaces, combustion processes
Roads, driveways, parking lots, vehicle maintenance areas, gas
stations, illicit dumping to storm drains
Lawns, roads, leaky sanitary sewer lines, sanitary sewer crossconnections, animal waste, septic systems
Lawn fertilizers, atmospheric deposition, automobile exhaust, soil
erosion, animal waste, detergents

The monitoring equipment captured two samples at the Lawrence Street Garden during the 0.35 inch rainfall event on October 25,
2012. Sample No. 1 was of the “first flush” or beginning of the storm, and Sample No. 2 was a composite sample from the remainder
of the storm event. The EMT laboratory and Conservation Design Forum selected three different parameters to evaluate common
pollutants from urban stormwater runoff.12
Chart D displays the results from the garden samples, and the “reporting limit,” which is the minimum concentration of a
pollutant that the laboratory can identify and quantify within specified precision limits and bias. It is a measurement that the lab
can provide with a high degree of confidence.
12

See CDF Analysis of Lawrence Street Global Garden Monitoring Data, attached as Appendix A;
EMT Results for Lawrence Street Global Garden Samples, attached as Appendix B
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Chart D: EMT Laboratory analysis of samples from Lawrence Street Garden (first flush sample: Oct. 26, 2012)

Analyses

Sample Result

Hexane extractable materials
Oil and Grease (Fog - HEM)

Reporting Limit*

Method & Date
E1664A

< 4 mg/L

Total Suspended Solids (Sediment, Floatables)
Suspended solids (Residue, non-filterables)

<10 mg/L

Mercury, Total
Mercury

<0.0005 mg/L

4 mg/L

10/31/2012

SM2540D
10 mg/L

10/30/2012

SW7470A, HG PREP

Metals, Total
Antimony
Arsenic
Beryllium
Cadmium
Chromium
Copper
Lead
Nickel
Selenium
Silver
Thallium
Zinc

<0.0005 mg/L

10/29/2012

SW6020A, SW3015
<0.0199 mg/L
<0.0221 mg/L
<0.004 mg/L
<0.005 mg/L
<0.0175 mg/L
<0.01 mg/L
<0.005 mg/L
<0.01 mg/L
<0.05 mg/L
<0.005 mg/L
<0.002 mg/L
<0.025 mg/L

0.006 mg/L
0.005 mg/L
0.004 mg/L
0.005 mg/L
0.0175 mg/L
0.01 mg/L
0.005 mg/L
0.01 mg/L
0.05 mg/L
0.005 mg/L
0.002 mg/L
0.025 mg/L

10/29/2012
10/29/2012
10/29/2012
10/29/2012
10/29/2012
10/29/2012
10/29/2012
10/29/2012
10/29/2012
10/29/2012
10/29/2012
10/29/2012

* EMT utilized a wastewater matrix in its analysis of both garden and pumping station rooftop samples

In the garden’s first flush sample, the Total Suspended Solids and most metals were below the reporting limits for the test
procedures. Suspended Solids are “materials suspended in the water column, typically consisting of fragmented minerals, silt,
sand and organic matter.”13 At high enough doses, arsenic and antimony are toxic poisons.
Arsenic was measured at 0.0221 mg/l, with a reporting limit of 0.0125 mg/l, and antimony was measured at 0.0199 mg/l, with
a 0.006 mg/l reporting limit. For the composite sample, Total Suspended Solids were measured at 16 mg/l, and arsenic and
antimony were measured at roughly the same levels as in the first flush sample.
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13

See Nutrients and Suspended Solids in Surface Waters of the Upper Illinois River Basin in Illinois, Indiana and Wisconsin,
United States Dept. of Interior et al., Water Resources Investigations Report 99-4275, pp. 27, 29 (2004)

The residue of antimony and arsenic, a naturally occurring material, likely were picked up when the stormwater filtered through
the compost and wood chips in the garden. Conservation Design Forum found the levels of arsenic to be very low, well below
both the 0.25 mg/l allowable limit for treated wastewater under the State’s water quality standards and its guidelines for when a
stream is “impaired” under the Clean Water Act Section 303(d) guidelines. There are no comparative water quality standards for
antimony.
The Total Suspended Solids are also probably from compost and wood chips in the garden. Conservation Design Forum found
16 mg/l to be “very low,” lower than the level that the Metropolitan Water Reclamation District must reach when treating its
wastewater. The garden number is also much lower than the 100 to 400 mg/l commonly found in urban stormwater runoff.
This analysis is consistent with reported levels of urban stormwater runoff pollutants from United States EPA studies. While the
amount of pollution varies from site to site, the United States EPA conducted extensive nationwide research in the 1980s, which
produced reliable averages for common stormwater pollutants running off urban lots.

Chart E: Typical pollutant loading from runoff by urban land use (lbs/acre per year)

Land Use
Commercial
Parking Lot
High Density Residential
Medium Density Residential
Low Density Residential
Freeway
Industrial
Park
Construction

TSS

TP

TKN NH3-N NO2+NH3-N BOD COD

Pb

Zn

Cu

1000
400
420
190
10
880
860
3
6000

1.5
0.7
1.0
0.5
0.04
0.9
1.3
0.03
80

6.7
5.1
4.2
2.5
0.03
7.9
3.8
1.5
N/A

2.7
0.8
0.8
0.2
0.01
4.5
2.4
0
N/A

2.1
0.8
0.7
0.2
0.04
2.1
7.3
N/A
N/A

0.4
0.04
0.03
0.14
0.01
0.37
0.5
N/A
N/A

1.9
2.0
0.8
0.5
0.02
1.5
0.2
N/A
N/A

3.1
2.9
2.0
1.4
0.1
4.2
1.3
0.3
N/A

62
47
27
13
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

420
270
170
72
N/A
N/A
N/A
2
N/A

Source: Preliminary Data Summary of Urban Storm Water Best Management Practices, United States EPA, Report No. EPA-821-R-99-012 (Aug. 1999)
Pollutants Key: TSS: Total Suspended Solids
		
TP: Total Phosphorous
		
TKN: Total Nitrogen

NH3-N: Ammonia Nitrogen (Ammonia) COD: Chemical Oxygen Demand
NO2+NH3-N: Elevated Nitrogen
Pb: Lead		
BOD: Biological Oxygen Demand		
Zn: Zinc

Cu: Copper
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The Total Suspended Solids averages for more dense urban
uses range from 400 to 1,000 pounds per acre per year for
residential, commercial, and industrial uses, and spiking
as high as 6,000 pounds per acre per year for construction
activity. Conservation Design Forum made the following
calculations to standardize measurements for Total
Suspended Solids. It made the conservative assumption that
the average concentration of total suspended solids in garden
runoff is as high as 10 mg/l for all storm events, throughout
each event, by using the average annual runoff coefficient
of 0.17 from the analysis of volume reductions at Lawrence
Street Garden.14

Conservation Design Forum concluded that:
•

The average annual rainfall is approximately 33
inches, which translates into average annual runoff
of 5.6 inches or 17% runoff. Over an acre, this
amounts to 20,400 cubic feet of runoff per acre per
year.

•

Ten (10) mg/l of Total Suspended Solids is equal to
0.000624 pounds per cubic foot.

•

Combining these two figures, the total suspended
solids load would be 13 pounds per acre per year.

The estimated amount of 13 pounds per acre per year of total
suspended solids from the garden is substantially smaller
than the total suspended solid averages of 400 to 1000 pounds
per acre per year reported for urban lots.15 The United States
EPA additionally reported both the typical and measured
14
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range of pollutant levels in urban runoff, as discharged into
streams from separate sewers and domestic wastewater
treatment plants. The data unsurprisingly shows that runoff
discharged from storm sewers into streams usually is much
more polluted than runoff first treated by water reclamation
districts. This is usually true unless storms overwhelm
treatment plants and overflow systems like the Chicagoland
deep tunnels and reservoirs, and the districts must release a
combined sewer overflow into the receiving streams.
Total Suspended Solids from urban runoff in separate storm
sewers were typically around 150 mg/l, but ranged from 20 to
2,890 mg/l. Total Suspended Solids in domestic wastewater
(entering the treatment plant) typically had 200 mg/l of
Total Suspended Solids, and ranged from 100 to 350 mg/l.
After treatment, levels typically dropped to 20 mg/l.16 The
higher composite level of 16 mg/l from the garden is notably
lower than any of these results. This shows that the garden
effectively filters Total Suspended Solids in addition to
reducing the volume of runoff.

Sample water quality results from the
pumping station rooftop runoff proved
relatively clean compared to common
urban stormwater runoff.
The results from the rooftop of the Metropolitan Water
Reclamation District’s North Side pumping station were
relatively clean for an impervious urban control site.17 The
roof was selected rather than a potentially dirtier parking
lot or commercial space due to the proximity of the rooftop
to the garden, the assistance by the District in providing a

See Chart C: CDF Analysis of Lawrence Street Global Gardens Monitoring Data, Stormwater Runoff Response Table on page 18 of this report
15
See Chart E: Typical pollutant loading from runoff by urban land use on page 22 of this report
16
See Preliminary Data Summary of Urban Stormwater Best Management Practices, United States EPA, Report No. EPA-821-R-99-012, Table 4-4, p.4-11 (1999)
17
See CDF Analysis of Lawrence Street Global Garden Monitoring Data (May 24, 2013), attached as Appendix A; and EMT Results for Lawrence Street Community
Garden Samples (Nov. 5, 2012), attached as Appendix B

Chart F: EMT laboratory analysis of sample from the North Side Pumping Station (Nov. 7, 2012 rain event)

Analyses
Hexane Extractable Materials
Oil and Grease (Fog - HEM)
Total Suspended Solids (Sediment, Floatables)
Suspended solids (Residue, non-filterables)

Sample Result

Reporting Limit

Method & Date
E1664A

< 4 mg/L

4 mg/L

11/12/2012

SM2540D
<10 mg/L

10 mg/L

Mercury, Total
Mercury

<0.0005 mg/L

<0.0005 mg/L

Metals, Total
Antimony
Arsenic
Beryllium
Cadmium
Chromium
Copper*
Lead
Nickel
Selenium
Silver
Thallium
Zinc

<0.003 mg/L
<0.005 mg/L
<0.003 mg/L
<0.001 mg/L
<0.007 mg/L
0.0102 mg/L
0.00405 mg/L
<0.004 mg/L
<0.001mg/L
<0.002 mg/L
<0.001 mg/L
<0.01 mg/L

0.003 mg/L
0.005 mg/L
0.003 mg/L
0.001 mg/L
0.007 mg/L
0.004 mg/L
0.002 mg/L
0.004 mg/L
0.001 mg/L
0.002 mg/L
0.001 mg/L
0.01 mg/L

11/10/2012

SW7470A, HG PREP
11/12/2012

SW6020A, SW3015
11/12/2012
11/12/2012
11/12/2012
11/12/2012
11/12/2012
11/12/2012
11/12/2012
11/12/2012
11/12/2012
11/12/2012
11/12/2012
11/12/2012

* EMT noted that an analyte was detected in the associated method blank

sample, and the secure location. While a parking lot on Chicago Park District land was slightly closer to the garden, the site was
graded so runoff dispersed in different directions, making it difficult and expensive to measure. The alternative location required
constructing French drains to funnel the stormwater to one location for sampling. The location was also in the open, leaving the
sampling equipment vulnerable to tampering and theft.
The composite sample from the North Side Pumping Station offered by the District from the storm event on November 7, 2012
tested below reporting limits for most metals and Total Suspended Solids, with figures that were relatively comparable to the
results from the Lawrence Street Garden. Copper and lead were measured slightly above reporting limits.18 Conservation Design
Forum determined the metals, which were likely were from the roof flashing, were very low in comparison to wastewater effluent
standards of 0.5 mg/l for copper and 0.2 mg/l for lead.
18

See EMT Results for North Side Pumping Station Samples (Nov. 30, 2012), attached as Appendix C
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Conclusion

residents so that they see, understand, and ultimately
use green infrastructure best management practices at a
neighborhood and household level.

Data from the pilot project proves that the
Lawrence Street Garden effectively slowed
down and released significantly less runoff
than the stormwater that flowed off the
condominium roof.
In addition, the pollutant levels measured
in the stormwater that filtered through
the garden were much lower than what
is commonly found in urban stormwater
runoff.

The results indicate that transforming vacant compact soil
lots into urban agricultural gardens designed with green
infrastructure in mind can reduce the flow and pollutant
levels of stormwater that flows into the City of Chicago’s
combined sewer system. Conservation Design Forum
concluded that integrating similar green infrastructure
design practices into urban gardens could further improve
hydrology and water quality, treating runoff from
neighboring roofs, parking lots, streets, and other impervious
surfaces. Newly constructed community gardens may serve as
a piece of a comprehensive green infrastructure solution. The
gardens can serve a larger purpose of demonstrating how they
can be an integral part of the City’s stormwater management
program. Ultimately, gardens can educate community
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Pak Suan, a refugee in the Lawrence Street Global Gardens hoop house.
(Source: Andrea Bauer, Chicago Reader, Sept. 5, 2013)

Fulton Street Flower and Vegetable
Garden
Openlands supported construction of two cisterns to
collect and reuse rainwater that falls on a greenhouse roof
at the Fulton Street Flower and Vegetable Garden and
modeled how much the system reduces the need to use
city water to irrigate the garden. The garden leaders used
the collection system to both save water and teach young
gardeners about the value of rain and the need to use
practices at home to conserve drinking water.

and Sam Taylor, who live next to the vacant lot, transformed
it into a neighborhood garden in 2004. The common green
space united people in her neighborhood, gave them a place to
meet, empowered them to question “negative elements,” and
offered a sense of place and community.

Angela Taylor working in the Lawrence Street Garden

Design & demographics
The Fulton Street Flower and Vegetable Garden is one of 30
resident-led community gardens in the greater Garfield Park
community. The 5,000 square-foot garden occupies two city
lots; NeighborSpace acquired part of the site at 4427 West
Fulton Street in 2001 and the remainder in 2008. Angela

Seeing this success, the Taylors joined the East Garfield
Park Open Space Committee and others to build gardens on
every block to address chronic social ills in Garfield Park, such
as drugs, fresh food scarcity, fly dumping, and unemployment.
They have inspired neighborhood programs that shut down
late night liquor stores and open air drug markets, replacing
them with a host of squash, greens, tomatoes, and roses.
Angela Taylor collaborated with the City of Chicago and nonprofits to help care for the Fulton Street garden and expand its
influence. NeighborSpace, Greencorps Chicago, the Garfield
Park Community Council, and Chicago Botanic Garden
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provided labor, donations, and grants to build 20 vegetable
beds and seven perennial and annual beds on the site.
Openlands helped add a greenhouse that is used by a group of
community gardeners to start seedlings for 12 other Garfield
Park Garden Network members.
The Fulton Street Flower and Vegetable Garden and its
caretakers have gained recognition. The garden won several
of Mayor Daley’s Landscape Awards and Garfield Park County
Fair competitions, and has drawn praise and service from
Mayor Emanuel.
Design and capacity of the greenhouse and cisterns
In 2011, gardeners from the Fulton Street Flower and
Vegetable Garden, Greencorps Chicago and other volunteers
built a 720 square-foot greenhouse (24 by 30 feet) on the
site. The following year, the garden leaders, Angela and
Sam Taylor, expanded their focus to include how they could
manage and reuse rainwater to care for their garden. The goal
was to use less city water for irrigation and reuse rainwater
that would otherwise become stormwater runoff. The Taylors
teamed up with Openlands to install two cisterns to collect
rainwater that drains off the greenhouse roof. The gutter on
one side of the roof drains to a 550-gallon cistern inside the
greenhouse, while the gutter downspout on the other side
feeds into a 1,100-gallon outdoor cistern next to greenhouse.
The cisterns are designed to connect to a low-flow irrigation
system to reduce the garden’s demand for potable water.
Conservation Design Forum and Repkin Biosystems, Inc.,
the company that designed the drainage system, each
respectively estimated that between 15,000 and 20,000
gallons of rain will fall on its roof annually. The firm reported
that the total 7,200 square-foot site (the entire size of the two
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Greenhouse and cistern design by Repkin Biosystems, Inc.

Greenhouse downspout draining into 1,100 gallon cistern

city lots) received an estimated rainfall total of greater than
200,000 gallons per year. Repkin Biosystems projected that
50% of the volume of rain that falls on the greenhouse should
satisfy the demand for greenhouse operations, leaving the
remaining 50% to help irrigate the outdoor growing beds.

Water conservation and use modeling results
Conservation Design Forum used a customized water
accounting model to estimate the amount that the two
cisterns can reduce the amount of city water used for
irrigation, and ultimately the amount of runoff to the sewer
system.19 The model accounts for daily inflows and outflows to
the cisterns over a 24-hour period, using daily precipitation
data from the O’Hare airport gage, monthly average
evaporation for the region, and the inflow to the cisterns in
rainfall and snowmelt from the greenhouse roof. The model
considers outflow from the cisterns for irrigating the garden.
CDF assumed that the gardeners will efficiently water the
garden to overcome evaporation, and will minimize irrigation
on days when it rains. The model is conservative in that
does not account for water used from the smaller 550-gallon
cistern to irrigate plants inside the greenhouse annually from
February to October.

Conservation Design forum used the following site
specific parameters in the model:
•

The garden spans approximately 5,000 square feet,
with 2,625 square feet of plant beds.

•

The 720 square-foot greenhouse drains through
gutters into cisterns.

•

There are two cisterns - one 1,100 gallon cistern and
one 550 gallon cistern.

•

Outdoor irrigation occurs seasonally April through
October.

•

Actual irrigation was based on city water meter
data, which registered 30,000 gallons in 2011,
147,000 gallons in 2012, and 45,000 gallons in 2013.
The three-year average was 74,000 gallons.

Assuming the gardeners do not water on wet days, the model
estimates an average annual irrigation demand of 46,000
gallons. This is consistent with actual water usage at the site
in 2011 and 2013, but less than the amount of water used in
2012, which was a very hot and dry year. Since the estimates
are in line with the 2011 and 2013 data, it suggests that the
gardeners are watering efficiently, and the model accurately
represents the site conditions.
The downspout at Fulton Street Garden which drains into the cistern
19

See CDF Report on the Fulton Street Garden Modeling Results (Feb. 1, 2014), (attached as Appendix D)
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The model estimates that:

The water reuse system would save
11,500 gallons of city water annually
and reduce the same volume of runoff
that would otherwise drain into the city’s
combined sewer system.
This is equivalent to 2.3 gallons per square foot of the total
5,000 square-foot lot, or 4.4 gallons per square foot of the
2,625 square foot garden plot space.
The results indicate that the cisterns could supply
approximately 25% of the average annual irrigation demand.
Approximately 77% of the annual runoff from the greenhouse
roof would be used for irrigation.20
Conservation Design Forum also calculated how much the
garden reduces runoff compared to neighborhood residential
development. Aerial photos of the neighborhood show that
single residential lots are approximately 75% impervious. The
average annual volume of runoff from a 5,000 square-foot
lot would be approximately 81,300 gallons. This assumes 90%
of the runoff from impervious surfaces, 20% runoff from
pervious ones, and an average annual rainfall of 36 inches.
The expected annual runoff from a comparable urban garden
site would be 33,400 gallons, assuming 90% runoff from the
720 square-foot roof, and 20% runoff from the remaining
portion of the site. The current water reuse system with the
cisterns lowers the annual runoff by 11,500 to 21,900 gallons.

20

29
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When compared to the developed
residential lots, the garden would
reduce annual runoff by 59,400 gallons,
amounting to 73% less stormwater
draining off site and into Chicago’s
sewers each year.
This is equivalent to 11.9 gallons per square foot of the 5,000
square foot lot. With 150 to 200 community gardens of various
sizes throughout Chicago, this represents an impressive
reduction in stormwater runoff that otherwise flows into
Chicago’s sewers. (The upcoming section on page 31 discusses
more in depth how community gardens are an important
component of systemic community-based stormwater
solutions.)
Community gardens improve conditions even compared to
transitional vacant lots that are not built out as residential
development. These urban land types are usually covered
with either relatively impenetrable material, like asphalt or
concrete, or with compacted soil that is highly impervious.
City lots have “typically been moved, graded, and/or
compacted over time, often as a result of construction and
demolition activity at the site.”21 They are often poorly suited
to infiltrate rainwater and sustain native and ornamental
plants. According to the United States EPA, “compaction
problems are in the top 12 to 24 inches of site soils, the root
zone of most plants.”21 As shown by the community gardens
at Fulton and Lawrence Street, green infrastructure practices
and urban agriculture can help rehabilitate or recondition
urban soils, or create alternative growing spaces such as

The cisterns at Fulton Street Garden had unused capacity. They could have stored water from a greenhouse roof approximately twice
the size of the one at the Fulton Street Garden to provide 40% of the average annual irrigation demand. Community gardeners should be
encouraged to plan for greenhouses and cisterns that are more evenly matched to maximize the amount of water that can be reused onsite.
“Evaluation of Urban Soils: Suitability for Green Infrastructure or Urban Agriculture,” United States EPA Publication No. 905R1103 (Dec. 2011)

raised planting beds. Considering the Garfield Park Garden
Network has cultivated 30 gardens in their neighborhood
alone, the expanded practice of converting vacant residential
lots to community gardens throughout the city should be
studied and valued as one of many viable green infrastructure
pieces to a regional stormwater solution.

NeighborSpace has instituted water conservation
policies to reduce usage in its 85 gardens.
NeighborSpace manages 85 gardens, covering 15.24 acres
in the City of Chicago, and has an additional 15 pending
acquisitions. NeighborSpace requires each of its garden
leaders to take a community garden audit and use water
conservation measures as a condition to turning on city water
each Spring. NeighborSpace’s water conservation pledge22
recommends a range of practices, from developing a water
conservation plan to using drip irrigation systems and other
water reuse options.

implementation goes “viral” and water conservation practices
spread throughout the gardening community in Chicago.
Gardeners explored how low-flow irrigation systems and more
conscious reductions in applying water to growing beds. This
growing awareness could represent a change in gardening
culture that results in an exponential decrease in runoff to our
sewers.
With the reach of both Neighborspace and the Connecting
Chicago Community Gardens coalition, there is great potential
to teach and recommend water conservation practices,
such as using drip irrigation systems and developing water
conservation plans, which better protect our water supply
and reduce the amount of stormwater flowing into the City’s
overtaxed sewer system.

Some gardens no longer need city water for irrigation. In
2012, a year of extreme heat and drought, four gardens had
such low city water usage that they didn’t need to tap into city
water for irrigation: Riverbank Neighbors, Victory Garden,
Eagle Park, and the 7900 South Lowe Block Club Garden. While
the results are not yet quantified, these reductions could
result in significant water savings and less runoff into Chicago
rivers through water reuse and perennial landscaping.
Community garden coalitions are also focused on overall
reductions in water usage. At the first annual gathering in
2013, Connecting Chicago Community Gardeners convened
over 200 gardeners. It hosted a panel on water conservation
planning that included Angela Taylor. Connecting Chicago
Community Gardeners hopes that its planning and
22

Sam Taylor demonstrates the low-flow irrigation system at Fulton Street
Garden

Neighborspace Community Garden Water Conservation Pledge, available at: neighbor-space.org/wp-content/uploads/2013/03/NBSP-GardenWater-Conservation-Pledge.pdf
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The Cumulative Benefit of Community Gardens as a Piece of an Integrated
Stormwater Management Solution
The results from Conservation Design Forum demonstrate that
community gardens throughout the City of Chicago can serve
an important role in an integrated stormwater management
solution. Thoughtful design of growing spaces and water reuse
systems, paired with more widely adopted water conservation
practices, can significantly reduce, hold, and filter runoff
that otherwise contributes to flooding and combined sewer
overflows.

Three Studies Illustrate the Extensive Network
of Hundreds of Community Gardens and Urban
Agricultural Areas in the City of Chicago
Each of the initiatives calculated the number and location of
community gardens and urban production farms in Chicago.
Openlands and NeighborSpace developed a database of their
associated community gardens in August 2010, recording
208 community and school gardens that were involved in
their programs in some capacity. Both organizations assist
communities in establishing community gardens. Openlands
has worked with communities both independently and with
NeighborSpace to foster hundreds of community gardens in
neighborhoods throughout Chicago.

A map of the existing community gardens in the
Chicagoland area, as surveyed by Openlands and
NeighborSpace
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Accelerate 77, sponsored by the Institute of Cultural Affairs
(ICA), has an open database that currently includes 156
self-reported records of “community gardens” in their
descriptions, and 24 records referring to a “greenhouse.”23
The initiative seeks to “increase the role and positive impact
of local community actions.” Its purpose is to identify
sustainability initiatives in Chicago’s 77 communities;
“connect them with one another to inspire new ideas,
practices, self-consciousness and motivation through peer
interchange; and engage residents in systematic learning,
planning, and collective action.” The goal of the project is
to “accelerate environmental sustainability in a bottom-up
fashion driven by practical action, expanded imagination, and
greater organizational capacities among local groups.”
Openlands’ Geographic Information System specialist
conducted a query that suggests 42 gardens likely overlap in
both the Openlands and Accelerate 77 databases. This suggests
that there are approximately 150 to 200 gardens documented
in Chicago, with the potential for many others that are not
associated with Openlands or NeighborSpace.

A map of the existing and planned community gardens in
the Chicagoland area, as surveyed by Accelerate 77

23

Over 200 students and 40 interns from five different Chicago-based universities identified and verified relevant organizations, sustainability initiatives
and individuals, and evaluated activities at the community level.
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The University of Illinois at Champaign-Urbana created a
third data set of public and private food production sites in
Chicago in 2012, and is continuing to solicit information to
supplement the project.24 “The goal was for the dataset and
sampling frame to capture the qualitative and quantitative
research on the social, cultural and biophysical dimensions
of urban agriculture ... to characterize the spatial distribution
of existing urban agriculture sites in Chicago, to measure
the relative contribution of the different forms of urban
agriculture to urban space, and to begin to assess the
implications of the extent, character, and distribution
of existing sites for food systems planning.”25 The study
classified urban agricultural sites as residential gardens,
vacant lot gardens, school gardens, urban farms, and
community gardens.
The authors analyzed high-resolution aerial images in
Google Earth, used ArcGIS to identify and map the sites, and
ground-truthed 194 undocumented gardens to confirm their
existence.
The study reported a total number of 4,648 urban agriculture
sites with a combined production area of 264,181 square
meters. It found 158,876 square meters of “combined area
of residential gardens and single-plot gardens on vacant
land,” which was almost three times the 54,518 square meter
food production area of community gardens.25 Overall,
it documented 4,001 residential gardens, 428 single-plot
gardens on vacant land, seven multi-plot gardens on vacant
land, 135 community gardens, 50 school gardens, 20 urban
farms and seven miscellaneous sites, including demonstration
gardens.Vacant food lots and community gardens are
concentrated in underserved neighborhoods of the city’s
south and west sides.26 For example, North Lawndale has the
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Source: University of Illinois study, Fig. 3. Map of Chicago
showing public and semi-public urban agriculture sites
(community and school gardens, urban farms, multi-plot vacant
lot gardens, and miscellaneous sites)

Chicago Urban Agriculture Mapping Project, available at: auachicago.org/projects/urban-agriculture-mappinginventory-project/
“Mapping public and private spaces of urban agriculture in Chicago through the analysis of high-resolution aerial images in Google Earth,” Landscape and
Urban Planning 08, J.R. Taylor, S.T. Lovell (2012), p. 59 (hereinafter “Mapping urban agriculture in Chicago”)
26
Mapping urban agriculture in Chicago at p. 64

highest garden density in Chicago, with one community
garden for every 1,128 households. The study concluded that
“urban agriculture is an extensive land use type with wide
variations in the distribution of sites across the city.” Thirteen
percent of the recorded sites were government or nongovernment organization community garden projects.

Community gardens collectively represent
a significant reduction in stormwater
runoff throughout the city of Chicago.

to consider how their performance changes over time.
For instance, more mature native plants with long root
structures can improve infiltration, while compacting
the soil and accumulating pollutants, like salt, can reduce
the effectiveness of these practices. Communities and
government agencies need to know they can rely upon these
practices as part their green infrastructure portfolio to
provide a secure and lasting stormwater solution. Gardens,
like pipes, must be maintained to continue to capture and
reduce rainfall at a set rate.

Conservation Design Forum applied the modeling results
at the Fulton Street Garden to the 264,181 square meters of
community gardens and urban agricultural sites included in
the Chicago Urban Agricultural Mapping Project. It estimated
that the land area would roughly save 2.3 gallons of potable
water and retain 11.9 gallons of stormwater respectively per
square foot, amounting to a potential savings of 6.6 million
gallons of potable water and retention of 34.2 million gallons
of stormwater annually.27
While this general calculation highlights the significance
of including gardens as part of an integrated approach
to stormwater management, developing more precise
measurements for runoff reductions and city water savings
from urban gardens will be important as the City of Chicago’s
Department of Water Management and the Metropolitan
Water Reclamation District of Greater Chicago account for
existing stormwater management capacity and determine
the extent that green infrastructure practices can accomplish
their overall volume reduction targets.
In addition to modeling how much gardens are designed to
retain and filter at the time they are installed, it is necessary
27

Teachers and students maintaining the Lawrence Street Garden as part of
Chicago Youth Service Day

This is a valuable but simplistic analysis, since community gardens vary widely in the percentage of green space on each garden lot. More research is
necessary to determine how much actual area is available for retention and reuse in gardens throughout the City.
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SCHOOL GARDENS
Donald L. Morrill Math & Science
School

Asphalt lot (above) before installing Morill School Garden (left)

Design & demographics
The Morrill Math and Science School was selected by
Openlands as a Building School Garden project to quantify
the effectiveness of converting asphalt to garden space as
a replicable stormwater best management practice. The
Chicago public school is both in a flood prone area and is
designated by the City of Chicago as an urban “heat island.”

28

See Chicago Public Schools 2013 demographics.

* Facing page image: Allison Williams

Morrill is located at 6011 South Rockwell Street in the Chicago
Lawn neighborhood. In 2013, the elementary school had 35
classes of 810 students from kindergarten through eighth
grade. During the 2012-2013 school year, approximately 57%
of the students in attendance were Hispanic, 41.9% were Black,
and 78.4% are from low income families.28 Before the garden
was created, students had to travel a half-mile, crossing gang
lines and dangerous intersections, to find green space bigger
than a parkway.
Openlands engaged the Morrill school faculty and members of
the community to design the garden on the eastern side of the
school campus (along South Maplewood Avenue) next to a new
playground. The Morrill staff uses the garden to teach crosscurricular subjects including arts, media, and social justice.
Integrating the garden into the school curriculum is part of its
Department of Education Convergence Grant.
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The area including the rain garden, walkways, classroom
seating, and amphitheater is approximately 5,500 square
feet. About 25% of the space is impervious and drains into the
depressed 890 square-foot garden area. Walkways crisscross
about 8 to 12 inches above the garden to more easily access
the space and preserve the integrity of the planted area. Eight
learning garden beds support food growing in the northern
garden area.
The rain garden can store 6,600 gallons of stormwater to the
depth of two feet. Stormwater runoff drains to a low point in
the garden and into the storm sewer system (a standard 48inch concrete manhole with a 6-inch outlet through a City of
Chicago half trap).29 The volume of rain absorbed outside the
rain garden area (such as the learning garden beds) was not
factored into this estimate.

A mother and son enjoying lunch in the Morrill School rain garden
amphitheater
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Contractors broke ground on transforming the asphalt side
lot into green space in March 2013. In June 2013, students
installed about 1,300 native woodland and savanna plants.
The plantings, such as sedges and asters, had roots that were
on average between four and six inches long. The landscape
design included planting ten trees, such as Shingle Oaks and
Quaking Aspen, which initially were either seven to twelve
feet high or four inches in diameter. When the garden
matures in three years, the roots of the native plants should
grow to two to four feet in length. The more established
root structure will better infiltrate and reduce stormwater
runoff, improving the garden’s performance over time. As the
plants fill in, the increased ground cover will also reduce the
temperature of the school grounds.

See Morrill School Layout Plan: L-6.0, Culliton Quinn Landscape Architecture Workshop, Rev. Oct. 31, 2012, attached as Appendix E

Morrill Garden design by Culliton Quinn Landscape Architecture Workshop (rev. Oct. 31, 2012). See Appendix D for full layout plan.
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Stormwater monitoring locations at the Morrill
garden and parking lot
The engineering team at Conservation Design Forum
monitored the side-by-side results of stormwater volume and
pollutant levels from runoff entering storm sewer outlets at a
low point in the rain garden and in the staff parking lot to the
north and west of the garden location.
While the rain garden was graded to slope downward to the
sewer outlet, the parking lot to the north and west of the
garden was flat and uneven. This made it more difficult to
estimate the precise drainage area of the lot, which is further
discussed in the “Lessons in monitoring community and
school gardens” section of this report.

Morrill parking lot stormwater monitoring control site

Selection, installation and operation of
monitoring equipment
Openlands leased equipment from Gasvoda & Associates, Inc.,
to gather monitoring data at the Morrill school garden and
staff parking lot from October 23, 2013 to November 8, 2013.
The equipment measured flow rates and collected first flush
and composite water quality samples at both monitoring
locations.30 The site was graded to direct the stormwater into
the rain garden. Openlands and Conservation Design Forum
consulted with Gasvoda in the early stages of the project
so that the ultimate grading of the garden was conducive
to monitoring. The team chose equipment and installation
practices that best accommodated each site. Gasvoda installed
a duplicate set of the stormwater monitoring equipment for
the garden and parking lot locations.
A technician from Gasvoda installed the monitoring
equipment through a confined space entry in manholes
located in the garden and parking lot. The stormwater

Morrill garden monitoring location
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The first flush is the first wash of rain over a surface, and a composite sample is a collection of small
stormwater samples placed in the same sampling bottle over time.

Stormwater monitoring equipment at Morrill Elementary School

Morrill Elementary School Garden

Morrill School Staff Parking Lot

6011 S Rockwell St, Chicago

6011 S Rockwell St, Chicago

•

Fiberglass stormwater equipment box

•

Full size ISCO portable sampler (Model 6712)

•

24 sampling bottles (500 ml glass)

•

Retaining rings and discharge tubes to hold sampling
bottles in place

•

25 feet of 3/8 inch ID vinyl suction line with a standard
polypropylene strainer and tubing coupler

•

701 Module with Stainless Steel double junction
combination pH probe (measuring pH and
temperature); 25 foot cable

•

High capacity power pack (Model 913) to run the
portable sampler, flow meter and portable pump

•

Converts 120 VAC, 50/60 Hz to 12 VDC

•

Deep cycle marine battery with cables to power
equipment

•

Flow meter with accessories to monitor runoff in pipe

•

Rain logging system (0.01 inch), with a 674 tipping
bucket rain gauge, 4120 Flow Logger to record rain
events and a 50 ft. connection cable

monitoring equipment at the Morrill school parking lot location was configured similarly to the monitoring equipment at the
Lawrence Street Garden.31 The technician formed the pipe, installed a coupler by placing an extension on the pipe, and grouted
around it to provide enough room to install a 60 degree v-notch weir inside the pipe. Gasvoda installed a bubbler flow meter
to measure the stormwater that flowed over the weir. Gasvoda calibrated the weir and the flow meter during the installation.
Average stormwater flowing through the weir was recorded every 15 minutes. Vinyl tubing ran from the weir to the stormwater
monitoring equipment at the surface, which recorded flow, temperature and pH, and triggered a water quality sampler that
suctioned 500ml of stormwater in glass bottles for analysis. Gasvoda powered the monitoring equipment with a deep cycle
marine battery pack, so that it would maintain a charge for the full duration of the month.

31

See page 13 of this report
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Gasvoda slightly altered how it set up monitoring equipment
in the Morrill garden by installing an area-velocity flow meter
on the outfall to measure the flow of the garden stormwater
runoff. The difference is that flow meter in the garden
measured stormwater level and very slow velocity, while the
parking lot flow meter measured the water level passing over
the weir. Gasvoda suspended a strainer suction line from the
sampler into the manhole to collect water quality samples and
a pH probe at the same height as the outflow.

Gasvoda installed a weir in the stormwater outfall pipe
to better control flow from the Morrill parking lot

The “stage” or water level was measured from the bottom
of the rain garden manhole to the level of the outfall pipe
to calculate flows based on a rating curve. (The stable
relationship between stage and discharge can be described
by a rating curve.) Conservation Design Forum developed a
rating curve using a culvert analysis method, which accounted
for both entrance losses and potential influence of normal
depth flow in the outlet pipe. The monitoring equipment
recorded average stages at 15-minute intervals. The readings
were converted to flow data, using the culvert discharge
relationships.
Gasvoda secured a rain gauge on top of the Morrill garden
stormwater monitoring box, which measured the amount of
rain that fell in five minute intervals. The gauge used a tipping
bucket that counted the number of tips, each tip measuring
0.01 inches of rain.

Inside the Morrill garden manhole at the outfall where Gasvoda
connected the monitoring equipment
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Gasvoda trained representatives of Openlands and
Conservation Design Forum to calibrate the monitoring
equipment, collect samples, and download data from the flow
meter, rain gauge, and sampler. Openlands staff inspected
the monitoring equipment twice a week on average during
the Morrill monitoring period to ensure the equipment was
recording data correctly. Staff collected first flush and

composite samples from the Morrill rain garden and staff
parking lot on October 31, 2013 and November 6, 2013, within
24 hours of each rain event. Staff labeled, packed, and
transported the samples to Environmental Monitoring and
Technologies (EMT), an Illinois Environmental Protection
Agency certified laboratory, for analysis. EMT tested the
samples to determine the levels of: Total Suspended Solids
(TSS), Fats Oil and Grease (FOG), and 13 common metals in
the stormwater runoff from the garden. These pollutants are
most commonly found on urban lots and city streets.

Uneven parking lot
surface at Morrill
Elementary School

Summary of the Morrill Elementary School
monitoring results
Conservation Design Forum analyzed the stormwater
monitoring results from the garden and parking lot.32 The data
demonstrated considerable reductions in stormwater volume
at the garden compared to the levels recorded on the staff
parking lot. Sample results from each location confirmed
that the garden also significantly lowered levels of pollutants
found on the staff lot.

The Morrill School rain garden released
less runoff at a slower rate than the
neighboring parking lot.
The stormwater monitoring equipment measured the “flow”
or amount of stormwater running off the Morrill staff parking
lot and school garden during two large rainfall events. During
the first storm on October 30 and 31, 2013, it rained about 3.12
inches over a 29-hour period. This is equal to about a two-year
rain event, which is relatively rare in Northeastern Illinois,
happening on average only once every other year. The second

32

storm event on November 6, 2013 produced 0.85 inches of rain
over a 12-hour period. While smaller, this rain event is still
in the 90th annual percentile, which means that there was
more rain during this storm than 90% of the storms that occur
in the Chicago area. It rained two other times during the
monitoring period, but the .04 inch and .05 inch events were
too small to produce any measurable runoff.
Since the garden and parking lot have different-sized drainage
areas, the flow data from the monitoring equipment needed to
be standardized into comparable units of cubic feet per second
per acre (cfs/acre). Conservation Design Forum determined
the drainage area of the garden by reading both the Morrill
garden design drawings (in Appendix F) and a 2013 CPS
topographic survey of the school (in Appendix H).

See the CDF Analysis of the Morrill School Monitoring Data (Feb. 1, 2014), attached as Appendix G
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Conservation Design Forum could not solely rely on the 2013
topographic survey for the flat and uneven parking lot surface
because it did not have enough contrast to define the drainage
area of the control site. Instead, it calculated the drainage
area of the control site by considering the total amount of
runoff volume reflected in the high quality monitoring data
for the parking lot location. The first 3-inch storm was so
large that water coated the entire uneven surface, negating
discrepancies caused by small depressions in the pavement.
This made it safe for Conservation Design Forum to compare
flow data from the two main rain events and back-calculate
the drainage area. Conservation Design Forum gives a
technical explanation of how it extrapolated the parking lot
drainage area in its report:

Conservation Design Forum assumed an initial
abstraction of 0.30 inches. This is higher than the typical
value for pavement (of 0.05 to 0.10 inches for pavement
in good condition) but due to the unevenness of the
pavement it is a reasonable value. Once the rainfall
exceeds the initial abstraction, it is reasonable to assume
that virtually all the runoff becomes rainfall and assume
a runoff coefficient of 0.98. Using these values for the
initial abstraction and runoff coefficient along with
the rainfall and runoff amounts, the drainage area was
calculated to be 4,065 square feet. These assumptions
were then tested against the 0.85 inch event and found
to produce the almost exact amount of runoff that was
measured for that event. Thus, the calculated drainage
area of 4,065 square feet was verified to be at least
approximately correct.
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With this common rate of comparison, Conservation Design
Forum standardized the data and illustrated the results of
how stormwater moved across the parking lot and the garden
in the hydrograph on page 44 (Chart G). The bars along the
top of the chart show five-minute increments of rainfall in
units of inches. (For example, the 3.12 inches relates to the
first large storm on October 31, 2013.) The rates of flow from
the garden and parking lot are illustrated as lines along the
bottom in units of cubic feet per second per acre. The green
line shows how much rain flowed off the parking lot and how
quickly it drained into the sewer. Conversely, the red line
shows that less stormwater flowed from the garden.
The Conservation Design Forum analysis showed a stunning
difference in how the parking lot and the garden handled
stormwater runoff over the monitoring period. For the 3.12inch storm event, the peak stormwater runoff discharge from
the parking lot was almost five times greater than the peak
discharge from the garden. The hydrograph also shows that
stormwater runoff quickly starts to roll off the parking lot in
the matter of minutes, while stormwater took hours to move
through the garden into the outfall. For the second storm that
produced 0.85 inches of rainfall, the flow of stormwater across
the parking lot still spiked at almost 0.4 cfs /acre, while the
garden barely produced any detectable runoff from the event.

Chart G: Flow Hydrograph from CDF Analysis of the Morrill School Monitoring Data, Feb. 1, 2014, attached as Appendix E
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To show how the garden accommodated flow better than
the parking lot, Conservation Design Forum produced the
chart below (Chart H), which compares runoff coefficients
for volume and peak flow of the two large rain events at the
garden and parking lot. Conservation Design Forum explains
the two coefficients33:

During the 3-inch rain event, the garden
allowed 30% less runoff than the parking
lot.

The volumetric runoff coefficient is the proportion of
total rainfall that became runoff. The peak coefficient is
the ratio of the peak rate of runoff to the peak rate of
rainfall.

The rain garden runoff volumes and rates
are an order of magnitude lower, with
more than 90% reductions in volume and
peak flows.

Chart H shows the rainfall totals and peak rainfall rates for
each event, as well as the total runoff volume and peak runoff
rates. Overall, the rain garden produced much less runoff
than the parking lot, with much lower peak rates of flow.

The results were more dramatic for the more common 0.85inch storm event.

Chart G (page 44) shows that the garden yielded virtually no
runoff during the storm, producing 0.04 inches of runoff from
0.85 inches of rain. In comparison, the parking lot discharged
0.6 inches of runoff from the 0.85-inch event.

Chart H: Morrill Elementary School Runoff Monitoring Results
Morill Parking Lot
Event
Start
10/30/13 - 15:10
11/06/13 - 01:10

End
10/31/13 - 20:05
11/06/13 - 12:50

Rainfall
Total (inches)
3.12
0.85

Runoff

Peak 15-min (in/hr)
0.96
0.60

Total (inches)
2.760
0.560

Peak (cfs/acre)
1.123
0.352

Runoff Coefficient
Volume
0.88
0.66

Peak
1.08
0.54

Morill Rain Garden
Event
Start
10/30/13 - 15:10
11/06/13 - 01:10
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End
10/31/13 - 20:05
11/06/13 - 12:50

Rainfall
Total (inches)
3.12
0.85

Runoff

Peak 15-min (in/hr)
0.96
0.60

33

Total (inches)
0.835
0.038

Peak (cfs/acre)
0.208
0.009

Runoff Coefficient
Volume
0.27
0.05

Peak
0.20
0.01

See CDF Analysis of Morrill School Monitoring Data, Feb. 1, 2014, p. 3, attached as Appendix G

Conservation Design Forum recommended one adjustment
to the peak runoff coefficient for the parking lot. While
the 1.08 coefficient was within the range of accuracy for
measurements, for all practical purposes it should be
considered a coefficient of 1.0, indicating that the peak rate
of runoff equaled the peak rate of rainfall. Basically, there
shouldn’t be more rain moving across the ground than falling
from the sky. With the intensity of the first storm, the peak
rainfall occurred later in the storm, and lasted for about 20
minutes. Under these circumstances, Conservation Design
Forum was not surprised that virtually all of the rainfall
became runoff and produced a valid rate coefficient of 1.
While the garden performed remarkably well, Conservation
Design Forum predicts that it has a greater untapped
potential to reduce and slow additional runoff. Even for
the largest 3-inch event, the water level in the rain garden
manhole outlet only rose a few inches above the invert of the
outlet pipe (meaning the stormwater had more room before
it would have backed up and flowed out of the manhole). This
suggests that the rain garden could further reduce flooding in
two ways. It could handle runoff from additional impervious
areas on the school campus, or from off-site surfaces in the
neighborhood. The flow from the rain garden could also
be restricted (slowed) to reduce the discharge rate to the
combined sewer system during storms, when the pipes are
most likely to reach capacity. This would allow more room in
the pipes to convey water from the surrounding neighborhood
to the treatment plants or giant reservoirs, reducing the
likelihood of basement and street back-ups, and the severity
of combined sewer overflows. While this work begins to show
the potential of school gardens, more study is recommended
to quantify the amount that green infrastructure across all
Chicago Public School campuses would reduce pressure on the
combined sewer system.

Water quality samples from the Morrill
rain garden were less polluted than
samples from the staff parking lot
and were lower than commonly found
pollutant levels in urban stormwater
runoff.
Gasvoda installed stormwater sampling equipment inside
the fiberglass boxes at the Morrill garden and parking lot
locations. The samplers rotated and filled 500-ml glass bottles
with stormwater during the October 31 and November 6 rain
events. Gasvoda programmed the samplers to immediately
fill the first two bottles with first flush runoff, which is usually
the most contaminated, and then fill up to 22 of the remaining
glass bottles with composite samples. The equipment pumped
and added stormwater to the bottles of composite samples
every 10 minutes over the span of an hour.

Glass bottles used to collect composite samples
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The garden flow meter was initially set to reflect a starting
water level of 7.106 inches in the outfall, with a transistor
drift of plus or minus an eighth of an inch. This means
the equipment was calibrated to the original water level in
the garden manhole. Gasvoda set the equipment to start
sampling runoff when it measured the water rising one third
of an inch at 7.39 inches. Openlands and Gasvoda had to
recalculate the 7.106 baseline because within the first week,
the water level fell in the garden outfall. Otherwise, the rain
garden would have needed to discharge a lot more stormwater
to fill up the manhole to the height of the outfall pipe and
trigger the sampling equipment. The team rebalanced the
baseline to recreate a 1/3 inch gap so that it had a realistic
chance of collecting water quality samples. Unlike the garden,
the parking lot sampler was set to start filling bottles when
water rose a third of an inch above zero elevation, which was
the same as the invert of the pipe inlet (as shown on page
41). The flow meter triggered the sampler during every rain
event, including the two smaller storms that occurred around
November 2 to November 3.
Openlands staff obtained first flush and composite samples
from the garden and parking lot locations after the October 31
storm event. Openlands packaged and delivered the samples
to the Environmental Monitoring and Technologies, an Illinois
EPA-certified laboratory to measure levels of Total Suspended
Solids (TSS), Fats Oil and Grease (FOG), and a suite of metals
commonly found on urban lots. Unfortunately, the lab fouled
the first flush samples from the initial storm event that it was
to test for Total Suspended Solids. To compensate, Openlands
staff pulled a second set of first flush samples from the
garden and parking lot after the November 6 rainstorm. The
laboratory tested the second round of samples for both TSS
and metals to create a basis of comparison between the two
sets of results. This was important, since TSS levels were likely
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higher in first flush samples from the larger storm on October
31. (Since the rain rinsed both sites, the ground was cleaner
when the second storm hit a week later on November 6).

The results from both storm events show
that the garden significantly reduced
pollution in stormwater runoff that would
otherwise be discharged into Chicago’s
combined sewer system.
Charts I & J (on pages 48 & 49) compare levels of pollution in
garden and parking lot samples, the Illinois reporting limit,
and the method that the lab used to analyze the samples.
All water quality samples taken from the Morrill rain
garden had concentrations of Total Suspended Solids and
metals below the reporting limits of the test procedures.
Conservation Design Forum estimated that, given a TSS
concentration of 10 mg/L and the runoff volumes from Chart
I on page 48, the sediment load from the rain garden during
the first event was 0.27 pounds or 1.84 pounds/acre, and 0.012
pounds or 0.082 pounds/acre for the second event.
The only pollutant that tested slightly above the laboratory’s
reporting limit was oil and grease. The first flush sample
taken from the 3-inch storm registered 4.44 mg/L of this
type of pollutant, which was only 0.44 above the laboratory’s
4 mg/L test limit. This is well below the treated wastewater
effluent standard of 15 mg/L.

Chart I: EMT Laboratory Analysis of Samples from the Morrill Elementary School Garden (See Appendix I)

Sample Analyses
Hexane Extractable Materials
Oil and Grease (Fog - HEM)
Total Suspended Solids (Sediment, Floatables)
Suspended solids (Residue, non-filterables)
Mercury, Total
Mercury
Metals, Total
Antimony
Arsenic
Beryllium
Cadmium
Chromium
Copper
Lead
Nickel
Selenium
Silver
Thallium
Zinc

First Flush Composite First Flush Reporting
(10/31/13)
(10/31/13)
(11/11/13)
Limit

Method

(Water Matrix)
E1664A

4.44 mg/L

< 4 mg/L

----------

4 mg/L

----------

<15 mg/L

<15 mg/L

15 mg/L
SW7470A/HG PREP

<0.0005 mg/L <0.0005 mg/L

<0.0005 mg/L
SW6020A/SW3015

<0.0060 mg/L
<0.0500 mg/L*
<0.0040 mg/L
<0.0050 mg/L*
<0.100 mg/L
<0.650 mg/L*
<0.005 mg/L
<0.100 mg/L*
<0.0500 mg/L*
<0.0050 mg/L
<0.0020 mg/L
<5.0000 mg/L*

<0.0060 mg/L
<0.0500 mg/L
<0.0040 mg/L
<0.0050 mg/L
<0.100 mg/L
<0.650 mg/L
<0.005 mg/L
<0.100 mg/L
<0.0500 mg/L
<0.0500 mg/L
<0.0020 mg/L
<5.0000 mg/L

<0.0060 mg/L
<0.0500 mg/L
<0.0040 mg/L
<0.0050 mg/L
<0.100 mg/L
<0.650 mg/L
<0.0075 mg/L
<0.100 mg/L
<0.0500 mg/L
<0.0500 mg/L
<0.0020 mg/L
<5.0000 mg/L

0.0060 mg/L
0.0500 mg/L
0.0040 mg/L
0.0050 mg/L
0.1000 mg/L
0.650 mg/L
0.0075 mg/L
0.100 mg/L
0.0500 mg/L
0.0050 mg/L
0.0020 mg/L
5.0000 mg/L

There are two competing theories about the origin of the oil and grease in the garden manhole
(see photo to the right). Since there are no parking lots that feed into the garden, Conservation
Design Forum suggests that it may be residue from a dumpster that sits just north of the garden.
The Gasvoda technician that installed the monitoring equipment thought the oily substance
may be a mastic sealant around the garden outfall pipe. When the technician emerged from the
manhole, his waders were coated with a brown sheen. Regardless of its origin, the levels of oil
and grease are still lower than those recorded at the parking lot location and in national studies
of average levels on similar urban lots.
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Samples from the Morrill School staff parking lot registered elevated levels for three
types of contaminants: oil and grease, Total Suspended Solids, and lead.
The results from the asphalt parking lot were in line with data collected nationally of stormwater pollutant levels found on similar
types of urban sites. The Total Suspended Solids concentrations were slightly low, but within average readings for an urban parking
lot. (TSS is a reading of all of the sediment suspended in a water sample.) The composite sample from the first 3-inch storm event
contained 206 mg/L of Total Suspended Solids, and the first flush sample from the smaller 0.85-inch storm measured 127 mg/L.

Chart J: EMT Laboratory Analysis of Morrill Elementary School Parking Lot Samples (See Appendix I)

Sample Analyses
Hexane Extractable Materials
Oil and Grease (Fog - HEM)
Total Suspended Solids (Sediment, Floatables)
Suspended solids (Residue, non-filterables)
Mercury, Total
Mercury
Metals, Total
Antimony
Arsenic
Beryllium
Cadmium
Chromium
Copper
Lead
Nickel
Selenium
Silver
Thallium
Zinc
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First Flush Composite First Flush Reporting
(10/31/13)
(10/31/13)
(11/11/13)
Limit

Method

(Water Matrix)
E1664A

5.06 mg/L

8.75 mg/L

----------

4 mg/L

----------

206 mg/L

127 mg/L

15 mg/L
SW7470A/HG PREP

<0.0005 mg/L <0.0005 mg/L <0.0005 mg/L <0.0005 mg/L
SW6020A/SW3015
<0.0060 mg/L
<0.0500 mg/L
<0.0040 mg/L
<0.0050 mg/L
<0.100 mg/L
<0.650 mg/L
<0.139 mg/L
<0.100 mg/L
<0.0500 mg/L
<0.0500 mg/L
<0.0020 mg/L
<5.0000 mg/L

<0.0060 mg/L
<0.0500 mg/L
<0.0040 mg/L
<0.0050 mg/L
<0.100 mg/L
<0.650 mg/L
<0.113 mg/L
<0.100 mg/L
<0.0500 mg/L
<0.0500 mg/L
<0.0020 mg/L
<5.0000 mg/L

<0.0060 mg/L
<0.0500 mg/L
<0.0040 mg/L
<0.0050 mg/L
<0.100 mg/L
<0.650 mg/L
<0.0703 mg/L
<0.100 mg/L
<0.0500 mg/L
<0.0500 mg/L
<0.0020 mg/L
<5.0000 mg/L

0.0060 mg/L
0.0500 mg/L
0.0040 mg/L
0.0050 mg/L
0.1000 mg/L
0.650 mg/L
0.0075 mg/L
0.100 mg/L
0.0500 mg/L
0.0050 mg/L
0.0020 mg/L
5.0000 mg/L

Suspended Solids concentrations from both storm events were
squarely within the 100 to 400 mg/L range of typical urban
runoff and high above the state wastewater effluent standard
of 15 mg/L. This is the standard that the Metropolitan Water
Reclamation District would apply when treating stormwater
from the combined sewer system.

Overall, the garden reduced the Total
Suspended Solids load by 85% for the
first storm event and by 99% for the
second event.
According to Conservation Design Forum35:

Suspended solids in the monitoring drainage area of the Morrill staff
parking lot

Given that the 0.85” rain event is a 90th percentile
event and the 3.12 event is a 99th percentile event, the
expected average TSS reduction would be 97%.
Applying this percentage reduction to a typical urban
TSS load of 1,000 lbs/acre/year, the expected reduction
in annual TSS load would be 970 lbs/acre/year.

Assuming a TSS concentration of 200 mg/L and runoff
volumes calculated by Conservation Design Forum, the
sediment load from the parking lot was estimated at 11.47
pounds, or 122.9 pounds per acre for the first event and 2.33
pounds or 24.9 pounds per acre for the second event.34
The first flush readings from the larger storm would likely
have been higher than 206 mg/L, since the first wash of
rain generally collects the most pollution off of urban lots.
It follows that the first flush measurements of TSS for the
second smaller storm event were lower than the composite
readings of the first storm. The first storm likely swept away
a lot of the sediment within a week of the second rain event,
so that the pavement was cleaner when the rain moved across
it again. According to Conservation Design Forum, Total
34
35

While both Morrill parking lot samples contained oil and
grease concentrations that were higher than those found in
the garden, the results were well below the state wastewater
effluent standard of 1 mg/L. The only metal detected on the
parking lot in levels that exceeded the laboratory reporting
limit was lead. For the first event, the lead concentrations
were 0.139 mg/L and 0.113 mg/L for the first flush and
composite samples, respectively. For the second event for
which only the first flush was tested, the concentration was

See CDF Analysis of Morrill School Monitoring Data, p. 4, attached as Appendix G
See CDF Analysis of Morrill School Monitoring Data (Feb. 1, 2014), p. 5, attached as Appendix G
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0.0703 mg/L. While these concentrations are above the 0.0075
mg/L reporting limit for the lead test procedure, the levels
of lead found in the parking lot runoff are still below the 0.2
mg/L standard for treated wastewater effluent.

Conclusion

The Morrill Elementary School rain
garden successfully reduced and filtered
urban stormwater runoff.
Conservation Design Forum found that the data in this study
confirmed the Morrill rain garden significantly reduces the
rate and volume of runoff, as well as levels of pollutants in the
stormwater.36 The results indicate substantial annual runoff
volume reductions of 90% for the rain garden and its drainage
area, and similar typical peak rate reductions of over 90% for
most events.

Conservation Design Forum found that the garden offered
untapped potential to further reduce runoff from areas
beyond its footprint by treating and reducing runoff from
nearby hard surfaces, such as neighboring streets37:

The monitoring data showed that the water level in
the Morrill School rain garden outlet structure never
rose above the rim of the manhole and therefore the
significant surface storage volume in the rain garden
(6,600 gallons) was not utilized. Instead, the volume
and peak reduction appear to have been largely due
to the conversion from pavement to landscape, the use
of deeper rooted perennial plant species, and the lack
of foot traffic that can lead to compaction of the soils.
With design modifications, the rain garden could store
significantly greater volumes of water (6,660 gallons) to
further control peak flows during even larger events and/
or to treat larger drainage areas.

Raised pathways through the Morrill Elementary School rain garden which prevent soil compaction
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36

37

See CDF Morrill School Monitoring Results, Appendix H, p. 5
See CDF Analysis of the Morrill School Monitoring Data (Feb. 1, 2014), pp. 5-6, attached as Appendix G

Pollutant concentrations in garden runoff
were well below comparable results for
the nearby parking lot.
Conservation Design Forum estimates that the garden on
average reduces total suspended solids by 97%, decreasing the
annual load by 970 pounds per acre per year. Reducing the
volume of stormwater augments this water quality benefit.
If the garden doesn’t produce any runoff, then it will not
discharge related pollution into the sewer. As the garden
matures, and plants spread their roots deeper into the soil, the
stormwater benefits will likely improve.
Conservation Design Forum concluded that the results of
the study clearly demonstrate that transforming impervious
surfaces like asphalt lots into rain gardens at Morrill and other
school campuses can greatly reduce stormwater impacts
to the City’s combined sewer system and its rivers.38 The
engineering firm found that this action would have a direct
benefit on reducing basement flooding, combined sewer
overflows, and urban runoff discharge to the Chicago River
and other local waterways in areas served by storm sewers
discharging to these waterbodies.38 It recommended that,
with the lessons learned at Morrill, other Chicago Public
Schools could design green infrastructure solutions that
accept stormwater from larger areas, using restrictors to
improve the overall performance of these green spaces.39

southern perimeter, as well as an outdoor classroom area and
vegetable beds on permeable paver patios. An Early Childhood
Elementary Play Area has a perimeter rain garden for preschool students. More detail on the Space to Grow program is
included in the next section on the Grissom Elementary School
project.

Space to Grow rendering of schoolyard design at Morrill Elementary School
(2014)

Morrill Elementary School subsequently became a pilot in
the “Space to Grow” program, which transforms asphalt
Chicago Public School campuses into green spaces that offer
dynamic centers for play, learning, and community life. The
Morrill schoolyard design includes green infrastructure,
such as rain gardens with native plants along the school’s

38
39

See CDF Analysis of the Morrill School Monitoring Data (Feb. 1, 2014), p. 6, attached as Appendix G
See CDF Analysis of the Morrill School Monitoring Data (Feb. 1, 2014), pp. 5-6, attached as Appendix G
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Virgil Grissom Elementary School

composition; with a 56% White, 39% Hispanic and 23% Black
population. Approximately 69% of the students were from low
income families.42
Grissom is located in a Chicago urban heat island and is prone
to flooding. The expansive asphalt surface is flat and does not
drain well, causing water to pool on site.

Design & demographics

Flooding on Grissom Elementary School campus (April 18, 2013)

Grissom Elementary School is a neighborhood school,
located at 12819 South Escanaba Avenue in the Hegewisch
community on the South East side of Chicago. Hegewisch is
bordered by parks, forest preserves, and state conservation
lands. It is near the Little Calumet River and bisected
by the Calumet River near 130th Street and the Calumet
Expressway.40
Grissom offers a Fine and Performing Arts Magnet Program
and is named a School of Distinction. As of 2013, the school
served 341 students in Pre-Kindergarten through eighth
grade, of which 71% were Hispanic and 20% were White.41 The
surrounding community demographics differ from the school
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Uneven asphalt surface on Grissom school grounds
40

CitySpace: Understanding Chicagoan’s Outdoor Needs, Dan Stolze, Ch. 6 (1994), p. 173
See Chicago Public Schools website at: http://www.cps.edu/Schools/Find_a_school/Pages/findaschool.aspx
42
The Chicago Public School statistics are included in the 2014 Grissom Elementary School Master Plan for the Elementary School capital improvements.
41

Grissom Elementary is one of four pilot schools in the Space
to Grow program.
Grissom Elementary is a pilot school in Space to Grow, an
innovative program to transform Chicago schoolyards into
safe and sustainable spaces that provide students, their
families, and the broader community with areas for active
play and physical education classes, opportunities for outdoor
learning, gardening, environmental literacy, and engagement
with art. The initiative is reconnecting communities with
their local public schools as well as providing much-needed
green space in otherwise heavily urbanized neighborhoods.
Among the many benefits of the program, the schoolyards
are designed to capture stormwater from both the school
grounds and buildings. These green infrastructure elements
will be used to educate students, staff, and the surrounding
community about the value of community-based stormwater
management practices.
Green infrastructure practices are integrated into the
Grissom Elementary schoolyard design.
The Grissom Elementary master plan shows improvements
to the southern half of the schoolyard. The design includes
a repaved basketball/volleyball court, a running track, two
playground areas for different age groups, a learning garden
with raised planters to grow vegetables, plaza areas, an
artificial turf area, and prairie landscape areas.
Green infrastructure is integrated into the entire schoolyard
design. The disturbed area, which is largely the southern
half of the schoolyard, will be contoured to drain stormwater
runoff into the green infrastructure elements so that the
entire project area benefits from the stormwater management
practices. The remaining grey asphalt area ringed by the

Space to Grow Rendering of redesigned Grissom Elementary schoolyard
(2014)
blue asphalt track in the southernmost area (on the right
in the above master plan) is an undisturbed area that will
drain into the northern half of the project area (on the left)
which features a variety of green infrastructure practices. A
basketball / volleyball area along the western edge of the area
will be paved with permeable asphalt. The spiral “nautilus”
plaza in the middle of the area will be surfaced with porous
paving and crushed stone. The playgrounds on the left, which
are shaded purple, will have permeable rubber play surfaces.
The green areas to the right of the plaza are permeable turf
grass and a bioretention area. A demonstration prairie will
grow along the northwestern edge of the green space.
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Excerpt from Chicago Public Schools Grissom Elementary School Site Plan, L5.00, by Legat
Architects and Conservation Design Forum (Apr. 22, 2014), attached as Appendix J
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The bioretention area uses soil and plants to slow and filter
stormwater runoff, which is conveyed both overland as sheet
flow and underground from impervious areas through a
perforated pipe to the treatment area.43 The basin is graded
to slope downward towards a depressed center. Stormwater
infiltrates through layers of commercial compost, sand, and
stone aggregate, which are placed on top of a perforated pipe
and underlying sandy soil. The bioretention area largely
holds the water in the underlying layers until it dissipates.
When the area reaches capacity, excess runoff is carried by
the perforated pipe to the storm sewer (see diagram to the
right).

releasing it directly into the storm sewer. A restrictor on the
perforated pipe will control the discharge of stormwater into
the combined sewer system so that it is released at a rate of
0.10 cubic feet per second per acre. The storage area is sized to
accommodate stormwater from a 100-year event throughout
the entire 1.03-acre project area, so that runoff could be
released at the 0.10 cfs per acre rate. (While a certain amount
of runoff in the green infrastructure area will infiltrate into
the sandy soil, further study is necessary to quantify how
much runoff volume is reduced by these practices.)

Conservation Design Forum provided the following
area statistics for the Grissom Elementary School site
improvements:
Property Area

Square Feet

Entire Grissom Elementary School campus
Disturbed area (project area)
Permeable paving area
Permeable rubber play area
Permeable artificial turf area
Bioretention area
Demonstration prairie

159,600
44,900 (1.03 acres)
4,250
7,500
3,530
2,360
1,280

Except for the demonstration prairie, the green infrastructure
features all rest on top of underground gravel storage areas,
which allow runoff to infiltrate into the subgrade soils. The
underground storage detains runoff until it is slowly released
into the combined storm sewer. A perforated pipe runs
along the storage area, approximately six (6) inches above
the bottom of the gravel. The six-inch gap between the pipe
and the gravel allows stormwater to infiltrate, rather than

43

Excerpt from Chicago Public Schools Grissom Elementary School site plan,
Construction Details, L7.01, by Legat Architects and Conservation Design
Forum (Apr. 22, 2014), attached as Appendix K

See Storm Water Technology Fact Sheet – Bioretention, United States EPA, Report 832-F-99-012 (Sept. 1999), p. 1
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Excerpt from Grissom Elementary School Utility Plan, L4.00, April 22, 2014
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Modeling the extent that green infrastructure at
Grissom Elementary School reduces, slows, and
filters stormwater runoff
Conservation Design Forum modeled how much the
green infrastructure practices will reduce, slow, and filter
stormwater runoff within the project area at Grissom
Elementary School.
Hydrologic modeling methodology and assumptions
Conservation Design Forum modeled the effectiveness of the
green infrastructure areas by using HydroCAD (Version 9.00)
software. Conservation Design Forum explained in its report
on the Grissom School Modeling Results that “the HydroCAD
model produces runoff hydrographs based on input rainfall
and land cover, and then route the runoff through the various
green infrastructure measures to produce hydrographs of
infiltration and discharge to the combined sewer system.”44

Conservation Design Forum made the following
assumptions about the conditions of the project site:

•

Conservation Design Forum used Bulletin 70 rainfall
data, and Natural Resources Conservation Service
(NRCS) rain distribution for a Type II storm.

•

Since the geotechnical report for the site shows
sandy soils with silt, it used an infiltration rate of 0.5
inches per hour.

•

The gravel porosity is assumed to be 0.38. This
means that “the gravel storage beneath the various
permeable surfaces is assumed to have void space
that is 38% of the total volume of gravel. Based
on testing of typical open graded stone (IDOT CA7), the expected porosity would be 0.40 to 0.42.
However, the value specified in the City of Chicago
Stormwater Ordinance is 0.38.”44

•

The bioretention soil porosity is assumed to be
0.25. This means that Conservation Design Forum
assumed the bioretention soil would have a void
space that is 25% of the total volume of the material,
per the City of Chicago Stormwater Ordinance.

•

The surface permeability rates for permeable paving,
permeable rubber and permeable artificial turf are
so much higher than subgrade soils that they are
assumed not to be a controlling factor.

The green infrastructure area at Grissom Elementary
44

See CDF Report on the Grissom Elementary School Modeling Results (Mar. 20, 2014), p. 2, attached as Appendix L
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Grissom Elementary School modeling results: Exponential reductions in stormwater runoff volume and
peak flow
Conservation Design Forum developed hydrographs that show both how the site currently handles stormwater, and the projected
reductions in runoff once the green infrastructure is installed in the schoolyard when the area experiences a two-year, 10-year
and 100-year storm event.45 The hydrographs illustrate how much runoff from the redeveloped schoolyard will both infiltrate and
discharge into the sewer and display both standard arithmetic and log scales. Since the modeled flow rates for the redeveloped
site are so low, it is easier to see with the log scale than the arithmetic scale. Conservation Design Forum determined that
the hydrographs of how the green infrastructure infiltrated stormwater are actually greater than the hydrographs of runoff
discharged to the sewer in all three scenarios.
The green infrastructure in the project area infiltrated all of the runoff from a two-year, twenty-four hour storm event, so there is
no hydrograph for discharging runoff to the sewer for this scenario. Conservation Design Forum estimated that a two-year event
would generate 3.04 inches of rainfall.

Chart K & L: Arithmetic scale (left) and log scale (right) flow hydrographs for a 2-year, 24-hour storm event, from the CDF Report on the
Grissom Elementary School Modeling Results (Mar. 20, 2014), attached as Appendix L
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45

Conservation Design Forum clipped the early and late periods of the storm events in the hydrograph, when runoff rates were very low.

Compared to existing conditions, the green infrastructure at Grissom Elementary largely infiltrated runoff from a 10-year storm
event, which would generate an estimated 4.47 inches of rainfall. The redeveloped schoolyard completely retained the runoff for
the first 12 hours, delaying the release of stormwater into the combined sewer system until largely after the peak discharge would
have otherwise occurred. This increases the capacity of the pipes, allowing the system to better drain stormwater from the area.

Chart M & N: Arithmetic scale (left) and log scale (right) flow hydrographs for a 10-year, 24-hour storm event, from the CDF Report on the
Grissom Elementary School Modeling Results (Mar. 20, 2014), attached as Appendix L
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Even during a 100-year storm, the green infrastructure at Grissom Elementary infiltrated and held stormwater runoff until 12
hours into the event. The runoff was then discharged into the storm sewer almost exactly at 0.1 cubic feet per second, which
was the designed detention release rate for the system. The results were exponentially higher for existing site conditions.
Conservation Design Forum concluded that the schoolyard today would discharge 10 cubic feet per second of stormwater into the
combined sewer system during the peak flow, approximately two orders of magnitude higher than the projected discharge rate of
the redesigned site.

Chart O & P: Arithmetic scale (left) and log scale (right) flow hydrographs for a 100-year, 24-hour storm event, from the CDF Report on the Grissom
Elementary School Modeling Results (Mar. 20, 2014), attached as Appendix L
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Conservation Design Forum summarized the results in Chart Q, below. It provided the following explanation of the parameters it
used in calculating the modeling results46:

The table shows peak flows and total runoff volumes for the 2-year, 10-year and 100-year storm events, as well as a
threshold event and equivalent curve number. All events below the threshold event do not produce stormwater runoff.
The Curve Number (CN) is the runoff parameter used by the Natural Resources Conservation Service stormwater analysis
method to calculate the amount of runoff produced by a given rainfall amount. The CN is analogous to the runoff
coefficient (typically denoted as a C value) except the CN equation is a non-linear relationship between rainfall and runoff.
Whereas the C value assumes that runoff is simply a constant proportion of rainfall, using the CN, a minimum rainfall is
required before runoff will occur (called initial abstraction) and a first amount of rainfall produces less runoff than the last
amount of rainfall.

Threshold Event*
2-year event (3.04” Rainfall)
Runoff Volume (inches)
Peak Flow (cfs)
10-year event (4.47” Rainfall)
Runoff Volume (inches)
Peak Flow (cfs)
100-year event (7.58” Rainfall)
Runoff Volume (inches)
Peak Flow (cfs)
Equivalent Curve Number**

Existing Conditions

Proposed Conditions

% Reduction

0.1 (inches)

3.5 inches

-------

2.49
4.94

0.00
0.00

100%
100%

3.89
7.49

0.17
0.05

96%
99%

6.98
12.96
95

1.11
0.11
41

84%
99%
-------

Chart Q: Grissom School

Hydrologic Modeling Results

* The threshold event is the smallest rainfall amount that will produce runoff.
** The equivalent Curve Number is the CN value (amount of runoff produced by a given rainfall amount) of the land surface that would produce
approximately an equivalent amount of runoff as the given storm event.

46

See CDF Report on the Grissom Elementary School Modeling Results (Mar. 20, 2014), p. 3, attached as Appendix L
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The chart shows that under existing conditions, smaller
rain events that produce as little as 0.10 inches of rainfall
are expected to generate runoff that discharges into the
combined sewer system.

Green infrastructure improvements result
in a dramatic difference – there would be
no discharge of stormwater runoff to the
sewer system for storms that produce up
to 3.5 inches of rainfall.
That means 100% of the stomwater either evapotranspires or
is retained on site. According to Conservation Design Forum,
rainfall records for northeastern Illinois show that storm
events that generate 3.5 inches of rain exceed a 99% event.
The green infrastructure systems were projected to also
perform admirably during large storm events that generate
4.47 to 7.58 inches of rain. Green infrastructure in the
schoolyard accomodates 99% of the peak flow and 84% to 96%
of the runoff volume respectively for 10-year and 100-year
storms.

The new site design only discharged 0.11
cubic feet per second of stormwater
runoff to the sewer, while 12.96 inches
of runoff would be discharged from the
existing site.
Overall, the equivalent curve number for the 1.03-acre project
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47

area is expected to be reduced from 95 to 41.

Grissom Elementary School modeling results:
Significant reductions of pollutant levels in
stormwater runoff discharged into the combined
sewer
The Conservation Design Forum utilized standard removal rate
assumptions made by the Illinois EPA for various pollutants
(otherwise known as “constituents”) and green infrastructure
practices. The Illinois EPA coded these removal rate
assumptions into their Load Reduction Spreadsheet.47
Since the green infrastructure practices planned for the
Grissom Elementary schoolyard will capture and infiltrate
the first 3.5 inches of rainfall in the project area, no polluted
runoff from these storm events will ever flow into the sewer.
This means that:

For over 99% of all storm events, the
garden would remove virtually 100% of
all pollutants.
This includes total suspended solids, total phosphorous, total
nitrogen, and ones with Biological Oxygen Demand. The
bioretention and permeable paving areas in the redesigned
Grissom schoolyard will additionally reduce pollution in any
remaining runoff produced by more intense 10-year and
100-year storm events, which fall in the top one percentile.
Conservation Design Forum estimated the rates at which
the permeable paving and bioretention areas will remove
pollutants in runoff in Chart R (page 64).

See the Illinois EPA Load Reduction Spreadsheet at: www.epa.state.il.us/water/financial.../application-attachment.xls

Chart R: Illinois EPA standard Best Management Practices Pollutant Removal Rates48
IEPA Pollutant Removal Rates (%)
Practice
Permeable Paving
Bioretention

Total Suspended Solids
(TSS)

Total Phosphorus
(TP)

Total Nitrogen
(TN)

Biological Oxygen Demand (BOD) /
Chemical Oxygen Demand (COD)

90%
82%

65%
37%

85%
N/A

80%
40%

Conservation Design Forum determined that, considering the
high infiltration rate during 99% of all storm events, with the
added effectivenss of the permeable paving and bioretention,
the practices virtually have a 100% pollutant removal rate.49

there will be little to no runoff from the site and the green
infrastructure effectively removes pollutants during larger
storms, the system is expected to remove virtually 100% of the
pollutants in stormwater runoff from the project area.

Conclusion

The modeling results prove that installing green
infrastructure practices, such as permeable paving, permeable
rubber play surfaces, artificial turf and bioretention,
at Grissom Elementary School will virtually eliminate
discharging stormwater runoff and related pollution, into
Chicago’s combined sewer system, in all but the rarest storm
events. Conservation Design Forum found that, while the
types of green infrastructure practices included in the
Grissom Elementary School site design will reduce high
levels of peak flow and runoff volume, and remove pollutants
on nearly any site, the practices will likely yield better than
typical results because permeable sandy subgrade soils under
the schoolyard are conducive to infiltration.

Green infrastructure at Grissom Elementary
School will significantly reduce the volume
and pollutant loading in stormwater runoff.

HydroCAD modeling of planned green infrastructure
practices at Grissom Elementary School demonstrates
significant reductions in runoff volume. The improvements
will retain and infiltrate 100% of the runoff from as great
as a 3.5-inch storm event, and reduce over 80% of runoff
from storms as large as a 100-year event. Since storms that
generate 3.5 inches of rain exceed a 99th percentile event,
the green infrastructure at Grissom Elementary will virtually
reduce 100% of the average annual runoff from the 1.03-acre
project area. In addition, the system is expected to reduce
peak flows by 99% for all storms up to a 100-year event. Since

48
49

See CDF Report on the Grissom Elementary School Modeling Results, Table 2, attached as Appendix L
See CDF Report on the Grissom Elementary School Modeling Results (Mar. 20, 2014), p. 4, attached as Appendix L
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Schoolyards as a cornerstone of Chicago’s stormwater management program and
a national pilot for integrating green infrastructure into schoolyard initiatives
Space to Grow is one of three emerging programs nationally
that includes green infrastructure practices in its systemic
design and transformation of asphalt schoolyards into
community green spaces. The lessons and successes in
Chicago and Philadelphia create a model that can be emulated
in other cities across the country.

Chicago: the evolution of the Space to Grow
program
In the mid-1990’s, the City of Chicago became interested in
transforming asphalt schoolyards into green spaces that could
provide public park space. Chicago’s CitySpace Plan in 1998
found that “the ground surrounding most Chicago public
schools offer the greatest potential for increasing parks and
open space throughout the city.” It remarked that “the vast
majority of Chicago’s 557 public schools, and many private
schools, are surrounded by large asphalt or concrete slabs
containing decrepit play equipment and backstops.”50 The City
of Chicago, Chicago Botanic Garden, Openlands, and Garfield
Park Conservatory Alliance supported the CitySpace Plan
by developing a Campus Parks Program and School Garden
Initiative to create school gardens. The Chicago Department
of Environment also worked with Greencorps Chicago to
design and install school gardens, hiring youth to maintain
schoolyards in the summer.
50
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In 2003, when the City no longer funded the School Garden
Initiative, the Chicago Botanic Garden, Openlands, and
Garfield Park Conservatory Alliance created Teaching Through
School Gardens (which was later renamed Green Teacher
Network) to help sustain existing school gardens and support
new ones through workshops and online support. By the mid2000s, the Chicago Botanic Garden decided to focus its efforts
within the City of Chicago on growing food. It limited support
for school gardens to professional development and fee-based
consultations.
Unlike other cities, Chicago only began focusing on growing
food in its school gardens over the last decade. As national
statistics reported rising childhood obesity rates51, and First
Lade Michelle Obama launched the Let’s Move campaign,
Chicagoans recognized the importance of reconnecting their
children to healthy food. Studies show that school gardens
provide striking benefits in both fostering environmental
awareness and changing children’s eating habits. Students
take pleasure in learning and show positive attitudes towards
education52, score significantly higher on science achievement
tests53, tend to eat more fruits and vegetables54, and are
more inclined to continue healthy eating habits through
adulthood55. Since 2010, the desire to grow local food at
Chicago schools has tripled.

City of Chicago, Chicago Park District and Forest Preserve District of Cook County, CitySpace Plan, Chpt. 4, Framework Plan, p. 40, 1998
51
Ogden, C. et al., “Prevalence of High Body Mass Index in US Children and Adolescents, 2007-2008,” JAMA,303(3), 2010
52
Canaris, I., “Growing foods for growing minds: Integrating gardening and nutrition education into the total curriculum,” Children’s Environments, 12(2), 1995
53
Klemmer, C.D., T.M. Waliczek, and J.M. Zajicek, “Growing Minds: The Effect of a School Gardening Program on the Science Achievement of Elementary
Students,” HortTechnology, July-September 15, 2005
54
Dyment, J.E. and A.C. Bell, “Grounds for health: The intersection of green school grounds and health promoting schools,” Environmental Education
Research, 14(1), 2008
55
Graham, H. and S. Zidenberg-Cherr, “California teachers perceive school gardens as an effective nutritional tool to promote healthful eating habits,” Journal
of the American Dietetic Assoc., 105(11), 2005

In 2006, Openlands launched its Building School Gardens
program to help install school gardens at Chicago Public
Schools. Openlands works with garden teams to identify the
goals and elements of every garden, hires subcontractors to
develop a formal site design and build structural elements,
and provides materials and oversight for installations.
Initially, Building School Gardens installed gardens on
existing green space, and each school had a budget of $15,000
to $30,000. In 2010, Openlands began to use the City of
Chicago’s Open Space Impact Fees to fund asphalt to garden
conversion on Chicago Public Schools property. These asphalt
conversion projects range in cost from $100,000 to $300,000
per school garden, which includes Openlands staff time,
materials, excavation, and contracting.
As of Spring 2014, the Building School Gardens program
has helped install 57 gardens in public schools throughout
Chicago, at a rate of roughly five gardens per year.
Approximately 2.03 acres of asphalt has been converted to
green space. The program has a 91% success rate, compared to
a 40% national average.

Map of Openlands’ Building School Gardens and Space to
Grow program locations (green marker is both)
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Openlands strongly attributes the program’s success to its
engagement process, which includes a number of factors.
Openlands develops garden teams, which include teachers
and community members, to support the garden. Schools
integrate the garden into class curriculums, so that children
at each grade level use the outdoor space on a regular basis.
Students are encouraged to help create, install, and maintain
the gardens. Art is creatively integrated into the landscape.
Each garden has a stewardship plan that includes longterm maintenance. Openlands developed a Building School
Gardens Program Manual56 in 2012 and made it available for
public download to help guide schools that participate or are
interested in the program.

Building School Gardens Program Manual,” Openlands, available at: www.openlands.org/filebin/pdf/Building_School_Gardens_Manual.pdf
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Factors Crucial to the Long-Term Success of a School Garden*
School Administrative Support

Staff Support

￼￼Funding
Access to Organizational Support

￼ Community and Parent Involvement
￼
Time
￼
Less Restrictive Curricula

Maintenance Schedule

Actual administrative support, not just acceptance of the school garden, ensures that
it is an integral part of the curriculum and will be watered by maintenance staff over
the summer if necessary.
A school garden must be created and maintained by more than just one teacher’s
efforts; a team of at least four is needed. An initially involved teacher may leave the
school, but a team assures there are other existing supports to sustain the garden.
Funding is necessary for the initial garden installation as well as to replace plants,
annual mulch or composting, and future expansions.
Across the country, experts in non-profit organizations are willing to offer resources
and advice for gardens. In Chicago, Green Teacher Network, Greencorps Chicago**,
and Master Gardeners lend support to a school that needs specific advice or
additional energy for a project.
Parents and community members take organizational weight off of school staff and
provide added garden assistance. Their support is priceless.
It is critical for school administrators to allow their staff to devote time for students to
experience the garden during the school day.
Schools can teach just about any subject in the garden. However, teachers have
expressed a desire to have flexibility to use different curricula than those endorsed
by the school.
A garden will likely not live through its first growing season without a watering,
weeding, and mulching schedule. School staff, administration, community members,
and parents can help to keep the garden thriving with the support of a schedule for
maintenance.
*This list of crucial factors was adapted from the Master’s Thesis of Jaime Zaplatosch, Openlands’ Education Director.
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** At time of report, Greencorps Chicago doesn’t have a full school garden program.

Based on the need to develop schoolyards further to serve
a variety of complementary purposes, Openlands and
Healthy Schools Campaign became managing partners
of Space to Grow in March 2013. The new program pools
funding and expertise from the managing partners and
Chicago Public Schools, the City of Chicago Department of
Water Management, and Metropolitan Water Reclamation
District of Greater Chicago to help transform asphalt lots
at Chicago Public Schools into green spaces for students,
their families and the broader community to have places for
active play, physical education, outdoor learning, gardening,
environmental education, and art, while additionally
reducing basement flooding and managing stormwater at a
community level.
In 2013, Space to Grow began by selecting four pilot Chicago
Public Schools: Grissom Elementary School in Hegewisch,
Morrill Elementary in Chicago Lawn, Leland Elementary in
Austin, and Schmid Elementary in Pullman. The budget for
each schoolyard is $1.5 million, with each funding partner
contributing equal amounts to the project. Community
stakeholders, including school administrators, teachers,
parents, students, and community members, spent nine to
15 months contributing to the design plans at each location.
Teachers engaged their students to share their ideas about
the schoolyards through drawings or models. For example,
the community chose a design for Grissom Elementary that
celebrates the school’s history with a universal theme of
space, art, and innovation (as Virgil Grissom was the second
U.S. Astronaut in space).
Project partners worked with the University of ColoradoDenver and University of Illinois at Urbana–Champaign
landscape architecture students to create concept
designs based on the school and communtiy input. Green
infrastructure was an essential element in the designs.

A Grissom student drawing of ideas for the schoolyard

A photo survey taken by community members to vote on their favorite
design elements for their schoolyards
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Elements of the Space to Grow program
The three-year goal of Space to Grow is to develop a model for
planning, financing, and construction of Chicago schoolyards,
and to create public-private partnerships for the ongoing
development of green schoolyards that uses an inclusive
school community planning process.

The program builds upon the Building School Garden
process, incorporating the following elements:
•

Partnerships among key government agencies,
nonprofits, and the education sector.

•

An inclusive school community planning process to
design the schoolyard.

•

Community engagement in building the garden and
art components of the schoolyards.

•

Incorporating green infrastructure into the design
and function of the schoolyards.

•

Building the capacity of schools and communities to
use and maintain the schoolyards.

Four pilot schools were completed in fall of 2014. The partners
plan to transform an additional 30 schoolyards through Space
to Grow over the next five years. Moving forward, qualifying
schools meet specific criteria as part of a transparent threestage site selection process.
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STAGE 1
Schools must meet the following minimum
requirements to be invited to apply for the program:
•

The school area experiences a minimum of a five-year
flooding event annually.

•

The school has at least 15,000 square feet of space to
build a schoolyard.

•

There are no planned major construction projects.

•

The schoolyard has a need to be further developed
(e.g., no playground, a lot of asphalt that could be
developed for other uses).

STAGE 2
Once the Space to Grow Steering Committee reviews
the applications, schools are scored and ranked based
on the following:
Flooding Risk & Stormwater Capture
•

The frequency of combined sewer overflow
occurrences and the overflow volume

•

Whether the school has external downspouts

•

The square footage and the percentage of the site that
is impervious

•

The soil type and infiltration capacity

Stage 2 (cont.)
•

The number of structures in the neighborhood that are
at risk of flooding

•

Whether the topography is favorable for draining
stormwater from nearby streets and alleys

Vulnerable Communities
•

The obesity rate of students

•

The percentage of students from low-income families

•

The community’s open space deficit

School Readiness and Likelihood of Success
•

Whether the project has Aldermanic support

•

Whether there is support from community institutions
and other groups

•

If the school met the USDA HealthierUS School
Challenge

•

Whether the school participated in the Chicago Public
School Office of School Health and Wellness program.

STAGE 3
The Steering Committee makes its final decision based
on how schools rank and a final comprehensive review,
which accounts for geographic equity.

Chicago and Philadelphia Green
School Gardens Programs as
a National Pilot for Green
Infrastructure Schoolyard Initiatives
While a number of cities are installing gardens at their public
schools, only a few are focusing on using green infrastructure
practices as an integral part of their programs. Chicago and
Philadelphia offer distinct but complementary approaches that
together can create a flexible national model for using green
infrastructure solutions to systematically transform public
schoolyards. Both programs have set ambitious goals and
galvanized strong partnerships to develop systems that fit with
the unique dynamics in each city. The leading agencies and
supporting non-profit organizations emphasize community and
school faculty involvement, and incorporate the greened spaces
into school curiculums.
The Cities of Chicago and Philadelphia both recognize the
significant stormwater value gained by converting the large
expanse of asphalt and concrete on school campuses to green
space. The Chicago Public Schools estimates that 763 of its 1,349
acres is covered with impermeable surfaces, such as parking
lots and asphalt play areas. This excludes school buildings,
city sidewalks, and parkways. Similarly, the Philadelphia
Water Department estimates that, within its combined sewer
area, school properties comprise a total area of 1,433 acres, of
which 952 acres are impervious, and 480 acres are pervious. In
addition, the Philadelphia Water Department recognizes that
school properties offer the opportunity to manage additional
street runoff in school yards.
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The evolution of the Philadelphia’s integrated Green City,
Clean Water plan and its Green Schools program
Like Chicago, Philadelphia’s green infrastructure program
in part evolved as a solution to control combined sewer
overflows. Instead of building a deep tunnel system,
Philadelphia decided to employ a groundbreaking green
infrastructure strategy on a massive scale to reduce the influx
of runoff to its waterways.
In June 2011, the Philadelphia Water Department and the
Pennsylvania Department of Environmental Protection signed
a Consent Order and Agreement (“Consent Order”), based
on the Water Department’s Long Term Control Plan Update
for the City of Philadelphia’s Combined Sewer System. This
update is also referred to as “Green City, Clean Waters,” which
is Philadelphia’s 25-year plan to protect and enhance its
watersheds by managing stormwater with innovative green
infrastructure. The Philadelphia Water Department developed
Green City, Clean Waters to provide a clear pathway to a
sustainable future while strengthening the utility, broadening
its mission, and complying with environmental laws.
Compliance with Philadelphia’s Consent Order will be based
on several performance standards including greened acres.
The Philadelphia Water Department describes a greened
acre as an acre of impervious cover that is reconfigured to
utilize green stormwater infrastructure to manage the first
inch of stormwater runoff. The agency uses this metric in its
decentralized and innovative approach in Green City, Clean
Waters to plan, design, and implement green infrastructure
solutions, as part of developing scalable strategic initiatives
to manage stormwater on various land use types to meet
greened acre goals to satisfy the Consent Order.
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“The Big Green Map” (Source: Philadelphia Water
Department Website
With this broad-scale initiative, the Philadelphia Water
Department takes a comprehensive strategic approach in
implementing a variety of integrated green infrastructure
solutions within its communities. The agency develops a
framework by evaluating large geographic areas, using a
planning and engineering process to identify opportunities for
green stormwater infrastructure improvements. Over time,
connected clusters of several green stormwater infrastructure
projects are implemented on streets, school sites, park
sites, and vacant lands. These projects are in addition to the
private development or retrofit projects that integrate green
infrastructure to comply with Philadelphia’s stormwater
regulations or to receive stormwater credits.

Among these land use types, school yards offer significant
stormwater management opportunities and help to extend
learning to the outside, making them critical components of
Philadelphia Water Department’s Green City, Clean Waters
plan. The agency also recognizes that schools are important
neighborhood anchors, playing a role in educating the next
generation and connecting students, teachers, parents,
and community members. These efforts may also provide
potential reductions to stormwater bills for school property
owners, including the School District of Philadelphia.

The Philadelphia Water Department will utilize the experience
gained through various school projects during the pilot phase
to develop a strategy to systematically maximize stormwater
management on school sites within the combined sewer
area. The agency is collaborating with the School District of
Philadelphia and other types of School operators to implement
green infrastructure projects on School property. The
Philadelphia Water Department has moved forward with a
pilot-based approach to coordination, which has focused on
three models of project implementation:

The Philadelphia Water Department is piloting multiple
models to achieve stormwater management on school
properties and help to green schools. By experimenting
with different models of implementation, the agency aims
to leverage funding and in-kind services through various
partnerships and cost-sharing for numerous purposes:

The Philadelphia Water Department Initiated Model follows
the agency’s capital projects procedures where it manages
design and construction. The George Nebinger School is the
first test case for this coordination model.

•

Support sustainable schoolyards transformations

•

Provide Green School Infrastructure planning,
design, and permitting support for green stormwater
infrastructure projects at schools

•

Encourage community and school district capacity to
maintain Green School Infrastructure

•

Integrate Green School Infrastructure into the school
curriculum

•

Produce a sense of community ownership over the
projects.

The Philadelphia Water Department, the United States
Environmental Protection Agency, the Partnership for the
Delaware Estuary, and the School District of Philadelphia,
among numerous other partners, teamed up to develop this
pilot project as a model for stormwater management and
educational programming at the George W. Nebinger School.
Efforts at Nebinger School focus on using green stormwater
infrastructure as a classroom, field, and laboratory tool as
well as demonstration opportunity for students and the
community.
The Philadelphia Water Department completed construction
of the green stormwater infrastructure systems at Nebinger
in September of 2013. The green technology, including a
swale, rain garden, with an edge of porous play surface, and
a below-ground basin under the parking lot with pervious
pavers, is designed to manage a drainage area of 1.07 acres,
or 1.86 greened acres, and can manage a 1.72 inch storm. The
Philadelphia Water Department will be maintaining the site
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for the first two years
and SDP is slated to take
over maintenance after
that, allowing the School
District of Philadelphia
to be eligible to receive
stormwater billing credits.
The Friends of Nebinger
group applied to receive an
Adoption Program grant
from the Philadelphia
Water Department to
support their efforts in
providing light surface
maintenance and trash
removal for the Green
School Infrastructure
systems.
The Green School
Infrastructure features
hold a unique potential
for enhancing students’
access to the natural world.
To harness this potential,
Green City, Clean Waters site plan for George W. Nebinger School
The Fairmount Water
Works, the Philadelphia
Water Department’s watershed education center, worked closely with the principal and class leaders to create an Urban Waters
curriculum guide. The curriculum guidelines contextualize water and sustainability related concepts, throughout the school year
before and after the construction of the Green School Infrastructure project. The Fairmount Water Works and the Philadelphia
Water Department are continuing to work with Nebinger by developing the greenSTEM network, which connects students to the
environment by monitoring and mining data from gardens and various types of Green School Infrastructure. To continue this
work at other schools, the Fairmount Water Works received a William Penn grant to offer teacher fellowships and continue to
develop the Urban Waters curriculum.
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partnership and network that leverages and complements
stormwater management improvements to meet schoolyard
transformation goals.
Three additional school projects have been in development
for the Philadelphia Water Department Initiated Model at
the following schools: Horatio B. Hackett, W.D. Kelley, and
William McKinley. The Philadelphia Water Department
worked with each school to apply for Community Design
Collaborative grants to undergo a master planning process
that would integrate green stormwater infrastructure with
existing and future amenities. All three schools completed
their master plans in spring of 2014. The school community,
community groups, and most importantly the School District
of Philadelphia were intimately involved in this process.
Rain garden with porous play surface, showing the Nebinger school
building on the right and Philadelphia row homes are on the left. (Source:
Philadelphia Water Department)
As early as the planning and design stages, the Green School
Infrastructure project and the desire to achieve a complete
schoolyard transformation attracted other partners. This,
coupled with positive feedback from neighbors and the
school, has generated interest from other principals and
school groups in pursuing similar projects at other schools.
Several schools are currently undergoing master planning
processes with the Community Design Collaborative and
the Philadelphia Water Department to transform their
schoolyards with Green School Infrastructure as a catalyst.
Others have applied for Philadelphia Water Department’s
Stormwater Management Incentive Program grants to initiate
this transformation on their own. This effort has sparked
the formation of the Philadelphia Green School Alliance,
which is a joint school fundraising and implementation

The Philadelphia Water Department has begun the design
phase for the green stormwater infrastructure at the three
schools. Stormwater from each school yard and some adjacent
street drainage areas will be managed by rain gardens at
Hackett, McKinley, as well as for Kelley, which will also
potentially include a stormwater tree trench. The McKinley
stormwater management will potentially also capture part of
the roof. Collectively, these school sites should create between
7.9 to 9 green acres. The Philadelphia Water Department will
most likely maintain the stormwater infrastructure for two
years, after which School District of Philadelphia will take
on maintenance responsibilities, allowing it to be eligible to
receive stormwater billing credits.
The School Initiated Model goes through a school’s capital
improvement process and is funded via the Stormwater
Management Incentive Program Grant program. The
Philadelphia Water Department has developed this program
with the Philadelphia Industrial Development Corporation
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to stimulate investment in stormwater best management
practices to mitigate the impacts of stormwater runoff.
Only non-residential properties are eligible. Projects are
evaluated based on criteria including, but not limited to,
the total volume of runoff managed, expected benefits, and
the ability of the grantee to leverage other funding sources.
Grant requests are limited to $100,000 per impervious acre
managed or less. The Philadelphia Water Department had
been piloting this model with both public and private school
operators.
The School District of Philadelphia was awarded a first round
Stormwater Management Incentive Program Grant to build
green stormwater infrastructure at five school sites at: Lowell
Elementary School, Martin Luther King High School, Mayfair
Elementary School, Samuel Powel Elementary, and Warren G.
Harding Middle School. The Philadelphia Water Department
has worked closely with the School District to develop concept
plans that reduce stormwater runoff both on the school sites
and in the surrounding public right of way, maximizing PWD’s
investment. The School District is in the planning process for
all five schools and hopes to finalized design and construction
sometime in 2015. Collectively, the sites should create
between 18 to 24 green acres in the combined sewer area.
The School District will be utilizing a variety of stormwater
management practices, including rain gardens and porous
pavers. The School District will maintain the sites and will be
eligible to receive stormwater billing credits. The Philadelphia
Water Department anticipates that post-construction the
School District will apply with a second batch of school sites.
The Philadelphia Water Department has also worked with a
two private schools, Greene Street Friends and Settlement
Music School, to fund the design and construction of Green
Stormwater Infrastructure on their properties. The Greene
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Street Friends project is fully constructed and captures just
under one green acre. The improvements included depaving,
grading, and seeding an area that was previously used for
parking and creating a rain garden to manage runoff from
the remaining parking lot. The school now uses the depaved
area as green play space for school students and community
members. The project also helped to alleviate localized
flooding that was occurring on campus. The Settlement Music
School project is still in the planning phases, but early design
concepts estimate that between one to two green acres will
be created. The plan is to drain both the roof and surface
impervious area into a large rain garden, which will be built
on a former parking lot. The construction of the stormwater
management practices will help to resolve ongoing
standing water. Both Schools will maintain the stormwater
infrastructure and will be eligible to receive stormwater billing
credits.
The Third Party Model employs interested non-profits to
manage design and construction on behalf of the Water
Department and the School operator. It allows the third party
to leverage the Water Department’s investment to fundraise
for other schoolyard improvements. The Philadelphia Water
Department has been piloting this model with a number
of entities, including the Trust for Public Land, through
the Green2015 Partnership and by awarding Stormwater
Management Incentive Program grants to school-related
non-profits for schoolyard green stormwater infrastructure
projects.
The Philadelphia Water Department partnered with the Trust
for Public Land at the William Dick School, where a large
rain garden was built in conjunction with comprehensive
playground improvements. This coupling of improvements,
allowed for a total site transformation, and provided a unique

educational opportunity for the students of William Dick.
Trust for Public Land utilized a collaborative design process,
where the elementary school students were educated about
the benefits of stormwater management and students helped
to site and select the playground elements. The project at
William Dick created 1.7 green acres. Philadelphia Water
Department will continue to work with Trust for Public Land
and is initiating a project together at Taggart School.
Additionally, the Philadelphia Water Department has funded
two other public school projects via school related non-profit
organizations. The nonprofit group, Friends of Chester
Arthur was awarded a SMIP Grant to construct stormwater
management features at the Chester Arthur School, as part of
their larger school yard master plan effort. Friends of Chester
Arthur is still in the planning stages for the project, but
anticipates constructing a large rain garden which captures
between 2-3 green acres. The rain garden will be fully
integrated with the other playground elements and serves as
an educational tool for staff, students and the community.
The Philadelphia Water Department also provided a SMIP
Grant to the West Philly Coalition for Neighborhood Schools
to design and construct green stormwater infrastructure at
the Lea School. The concept plan proposes to build a large
rain garden and underground detention system, which
will capture both roof and surface runoff. PWD estimates
that the project will create between two to three green
acres. Similar, to the Friends of Chester Arthur project, the
stormwater improvements will be incorporated into a larger
renovation of the school yard. The stormwater improvements
will compliment new playground amenities and serve as
an educational tool. The School District and nonprofits will
collaboratively maintain the Green School Infrastructure
and the Philadelphia Water District will be eligible to receive
stormwater billing credits. Philadelphia Water District

anticipates more school groups applying for this type of work
through the Stormwater Management Incentive Program
Grant.
The Chicago and Philadelphia Programs Offer Unique but
Complementary School Program Elements
While both programs emphasize the importance of
certain elements, such as community involvement, the
differences in the structure of the programs and division
of agency responsibilities in Philadelphia and Chicago offer
complementary approaches that provide a stronger and
more variable national model for school garden programs.
Cities can select elements that more closely track the
dynamics of their own governing systems. For example,
the Philadelphia Water Department is the sole agency
responsible for managing stormwater runoff within the
city. In Chicago, it is more complicated. The Metropolitan
Water Reclamation District of Greater Chicago and the City
of Chicago Department of Water Management both have
different roles and responsibilities in managing stormwater
within the Chicago city limits. Conversely, Chicago Public
Schools owns the land and school facilities and is a sister
agency to the Chicago Department of Water Management. The
School District of Philadelphia is not owned by a city agency
– it is owned by the State of Pennsylvania. These differences
can lead to varied approaches in structuring agreements,
partnerships, and funding opportunities for school programs.
As the green school programs in Chicago and Philadelphia
evolve, it will be beneficial to both cities, as well as potentially
to cities across the nation to share their progress, incorporate
successful elements and understand lessons learned. By
consciously linking these two initiatives, cities can use them
as a national model to integrate tested strategies and criteria
into their own programs.
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DISCUSSION
Lessons learned in monitoring
community and school gardens

Total Suspended Solids. Openlands worked around this issue
by comparing stormwater runoff from the finished garden to
nearby impervious control sites and constructing the garden
to funnel the water to a central collection point.

Monitoring the specific community and school gardens
in Chicago presented a number of challenges, as well
as unforeseen opportunities in measuring the value of
these gardens as green infrastructure projects. Learning
from this experience can help avoid and overcome future
obstacles and promote healthy systematic collaboration
between government agencies, communities, and non-profit
organizations. Pooling information on monitoring projects
can also help create an industry standard and a critical base
of comparison. The monitoring process requires refining to
generate more relevant and reliable results to build a stronger
case for building gardens as a vital component of city,
regional, and national green infrastructure programs.
Building monitoring into the site selection and design
process
Successful monitoring requires careful consideration
of original site conditions, how water moves across the
landscape, and where water can be funneled to create
a single collection point. At the Lawrence Street Global
Garden, Openlands was precluded from monitoring the site
before and after installing the community garden because
the compacted soil lot was flat, it drained in all different
directions, and huge piles of compost and woodchips would
have skewed certain water quality measurements, such as

Compost piles on City of Chicago site before installing the Lawrence
Street Global Garden
Choosing control sites for side-by-side monitoring also posed
challenges at both the Lawrence and Morrill garden locations.
The parking lots near the Lawrence Street community garden
site and the Morrill staff parking lot were all relatively flat,
pocked, and uneven, with no specific drainage outlets. Rain
that fell on these lots scattered and moved unpredictably,
sheeting off the asphalt, concrete, or compact soil into the
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streets or surrounding sites. This is known as drainage
dispersal. The site contours were too subtle for Conservation
Design Forum to rely solely on topographical surveys to
calculate the boundaries of the drainage areas.57
Monitoring at any of these locations would have required
either much more detailed surveys or constructing barriers
such as “french drains” to channel the water to a central
point where equipment could monitor the volume and flow
of stormwater runoff. While possible, this would have added
an unforeseen expense to the project beyond its budget and
permanently change the infrastructure on these control sites.

when monitoring the Lawrence Street community garden. The
monitoring period was cut short after two successful storm
events because the underlying PVC pipe cracked under the
weight of the layers of compost and wood chips in the raised
garden area. In addition, the life of the NiCad battery was too
short to run the full cycle of the water quality sampler during
one of the rain events. Despite charging the battery pack twice
a week, it could not reliably power the sampler. Fortunately,
during the largest rain event, the sampler had enough power
to siphon runoff from the garden for analysis. At Morrill, the
team used a longer-lasting deep cycle marine battery, which
held its charge through the duration of the project.

To compensate at the Lawrence Street Global Garden, the
project team selected rooftops near the garden as control
sites. Since the rooftops are impervious, they had relatively
no effect on calculating the volume and flow of stormwater
from these sites. However, since the rooftops are not used
like off-street parking lots, they accumulated different types
and concentrations of pollutants. For example, since cars did
not park on the roof of the North Side Pumping Station, it
follows that samples of runoff didn’t contain corresponding
levels of oils and grease. To find a better basis of comparison,
the team evaluated the water quality results from the garden
against average pollutant levels found on urban lots reported
in a comprehensive nationwide study.58 While this step lent
scale to how much community gardens can filter and reduce
pollutants in runoff, gathering Chicagoland data can provide
much more specific rates of comparison and greater local
confidence in these practices.
Choosing the best monitoring equipment and support
infrastructure for the project
The team encountered two equipment and structural issues
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Layers of compost and wood chips over the PVC pipe at the Lawrence
Street Garden

57

58

See page 39 of this report
See e.g. Preliminary Data Summary of Urban Storm Water Best Management Practices, United States EPA, Report No. EPA821-R-99-012 (Aug. 1999); Results of the Nationwide Urban Runoff Program, United States EPA, Table 4-1 (Dec. 1983)

Monitoring the actual green infrastructure potential of the
gardens
To meet the two-year project deadline, the community and
school gardens were monitored after their plants were newly
installed. While this affected the food production area at
Lawrence less than the rain garden at Morrill, the young
plants at both locations did not infiltrate as much stormwater
runoff as they will after the foliage fills in and the roots reach
full length. Future monitoring could demonstrate how these
gardens become better sinks, reducing more volume as they
mature, and whether they continue to remove pollutants in
runoff at the same rate.

Community Garden, and has provided valuable insight in
building similar projects on vacant industrial and commercial
property.

Unanticipated benefits of monitoring the gardens
The largest unanticipated benefit of monitoring the gardens
was the extent that the project inspired agencies like the
Metropolitan Water Reclamation District, City of Chicago, and
Chicago Public Schools to assist and collaborate on building
and monitoring the gardens. In search of sound control
sites for the Lawrence Street community garden, the team
approached the Metropolitan Water Reclamation District of
Greater Chicago to gain permission to monitor stormwater
runoff from the parking lot at its North Side Pumping Station.
District staff explored numerous options, evaluating drainage
patterns off each site. In the end, the District authorized
seasoned staff engineers to collect samples of runoff from a
defined rooftop area of the pumping station, and maintain
the integrity of the contents until Openlands could transport
the bottles to the laboratory for analysis. Their generosity led
to further involvement by staff in building and monitoring
green infrastructure practices at four pilot schools in Space
to Grow. Similarly, the City of Chicago has contributed
to designing the monitoring area in the Lawrence Street

An engineer from Metropolitan Water Reclamation District examining
the Morrill garden monitoring equipment
Monitoring the gardens also engaged communities in better
understanding how gardens protect our water resources. For
example, the Homeowners Association of the Sacramento
condominium building, which granted permission to monitor
stormwater runoff from their roof, wanted to know more
about the benefits of green infrastructure. During the ribbon
cutting for the Morrill school garden, students recited essays
they had written on the value of water and the importance
of keeping it out of the sewers. The children, teachers, and
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The United States EPA recognizes “the health benefits of
eating locally grown food and [the need] to balance this
with manageable risk associated with using brownfield
sites.”59 In its guidelines on urban agriculture, the agency
commented that, “[j]ust as conventional agriculture can pose
risks to farmers, neighbors and the environment, each urban
agriculture scenario poses its own risks.”60 However,
“[s]uccess in brownfield redevelopment across the country,
and success in other gardens intuitively tells us that
gardening in populated areas is not a new idea, nor is it
impossible to do safely.”61 Combining smart gardening and
stormwater best management practices can increase the
success of urban agriculture, Chicago’s brownfields initiative
and its Sustainable Chicago 2015 Action Agenda.
Condominium buildings neighboring the Lawrence Street Garden
curious neighbors also asked about the purpose of the “white
boxes” in the garden and parking lot. Students watched from
the cafeteria window as Openlands staff removed samples
and recorded readings from the monitoring equipment. This
exposure formed additional personal connections with the
local community to the project.
Monitoring the Lawrence Street community garden also
validated that the City of Chicago could gain significant
stormwater benefits from gardens that are built on top of
liners stretched over the ground of vacant lots. The City of
Chicago and CLESE laid pool tarps over the compact soil lot at
Lawrence before installing layers of compost and wood chips
to protect food grown in the garden. Even with the barrier,
the gardens still performed well in reducing and cleaning
stormwater runoff. Data from this project can support
initiatives to build more gardens on dormant lots or on top of
former brownfields in Chicago.
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59

Chicago River main stem

Brownfields and Urban Agriculture: Interim Guidelines for Safe Gardening Practices, United States EPA, Summer 2011, p. 5
60
Brownfields and Urban Agriculture: Interim Guidelines for Safe Gardening Practices at p. 4
61
Brownfields and Urban Agriculture: Interim Guidelines for Safe Gardening Practices at p. 5

Quantifying How Gardens Reduce Ground Temperature in Chicago Heat
Islands
The City of Chicago has recognized that millions of residents
and dense development warm the air, creating urban heat
islands. The United States EPA describes why cities like
Chicago convect heat62:

“

As urban areas develop, changes occur in their landscape.
Buildings, roads, and other infrastructure replace open
land and vegetation. Surfaces that were once permeable
and moist become impermeable and dry. These changes
cause urban regions to become warmer than their rural
surroundings, forming an “island” of higher temperatures in
the landscape.

Heating up the air can have severe compounded
consequences. The hotter temperatures can make it harder
to breathe, cause heat stroke, and in some cases, heatrelated mortality. Hotter temperatures also increase energy
consumption, creating an additional five to 10% of peak
electricity demand for cooling in large cities.62 This generally
elevates green house gas emissions and air pollution from

Heat islands occur on the surface and in the atmosphere.
On a hot, sunny summer day, the sun can heat dry, exposed
urban surfaces, such as roofs and pavement, to temperatures
50–90°F (27–50°C) hotter than the air, while shaded or moist
surfaces—often in more rural surroundings—remain close to
air temperatures. Surface urban heat islands are typically
present day and night, but tend to be strongest during the
day when the sun is shining.

Map of urban heat
islands in Chicago
(elevated surface
temperatures marked
in red)
Source: “For Chicago,
cooling down may
mean lightening up.”
Medill Reports, 2011

In contrast, atmospheric urban heat islands are often
weak during the late morning and throughout the day
and become more pronounced after sunset due to the slow
release of heat from urban infrastructure. The annual mean
air temperature of a city with 1 million people or more can
be 1.8–5.4°F (1–3°C) warmer than its surroundings. On a clear,
calm night, however, the temperature difference can be as
much as 22°F (12°C).
62

”

See U.S. EPA Heat Island Basic Information, available on the EPA website at: www.epa.gov/heatisland/about/index.htm
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power plants. Urban heat islands are considered the “primary
instigator of local climate change,” which “may eventually
translate to more widespread climate change, possibly global,
if left unchecked.”63
The heat island effect also impairs water quality. In addition
to heating stormwater runoff that flows into our sewers, the
rise in temperature can actually change local precipitation
patterns, causing more frequent thunderstorms.64 This can
cause a greater likelihood of flooding, straining already taxed
metropolitan stormwater management systems.65
The City of Chicago has responded to the rising heat with
adaptation strategies. It committed to adding more green
space by building green roofs, schoolyards, and gardens and
planting new trees by 2020.66 The City’s Plan, Adding Green
to Urban Design67, recognizes that green infrastructure
practices help manage both flooding and heat. These
strategies, especially expanding parks and gardens, can
help both cool the air and manage changes in precipitation
patterns.68 In 2009, the American Planning Association found
that expanding urban parks mitigates local rainfall that
is amplified by the urban heat island effect. Green spaces,
like parks, cool the air above cities and remove pollutants
that could potentially become “condensation nuclei” that
augment urban storms. They also “provide the cooling effect
of additional rainfall without the detrimental impact of
flooding.”69
63
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This causal connection between the urban heat island
effect and more frequent thunderstorms was documented
in Atlanta, Georgia during the 1996 Summer Olympics.
Meteorologists concluded that the effect induced three out
of six storms over Atlanta within a two-week window.70
Similar studies have found significant increases in urban
thunderstorms and hail around St. Louis, Missouri and
Houston, Texas.71

Aerial view of Chicago during an impending storm event
Measurements taken at the Lawrence and Fulton community
gardens and the Morrill school garden support the findings
that adding small parks to the city landscape can help reduce
surface temperatures in Chicago, potentially stabilizing

How cities use parks for Climate Change Management, City Parks Forum Briefing Papers, American Planning Association, Executive Summary, p. 1 (2007)
64
See How cities use parks for Climate Change Management, Executive Summary, p. 3
65
See How cities use parks for Climate Change Management, Executive Summary, p. 3
66
See City of Chicago’s Climate Action Plan, Adaptation; Mackey, C. 2010. Evaluating Chicago’s Urban Heat Island Policy with Remote Sensing, Yale Univ. (While the 2020 goal
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70
Lin, Q., and R. Bornstein. 2000. “Urban heat island and summertime convective thunderstorms in Atlanta,” Atmospheric Env., Vol. 34, 507-516
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See Changnon, S. A., R. G. Semonin, and F. A. Huff, 1976: A hypothesis for urban rainfall anomalies. J. Appl. Meteor., 15,544–560; Shepard, J. M., and S.
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thermometer was held as close to the ground as possible when
taking readings for best accuracy. Several readings were
taken at each location and in different seasons. The results
fluctuated as expected, since the wind and clouds on each day
slightly varied the surface conditions. Temperature readings
at the garden were taken both of soil and vegetation, when
possible in the sun and shade. Measurements were also taken
in direct sunlight at control sites, such as asphalt entrances,
white concrete sidewalks and the blue rubber playground
surface at Morrill Elementary School.

Blue rubber playground at Morrill Elementary School
Ground temperatures were measured on the pavement outside the
Lawrence Street Garden gate
temperatures over a few blocks within an affected heat
island area.72 Ground temperatures were measured at the
three garden locations with a USABlueBook MiniR Traceable
infrared Thermometer, which can read temperatures from
-7°F to 230°F. The thermometer has an accuracy of ±1.8°F
(within 59°F to 104°F) to ±2.7°F outside of this range. The

72

Results of temperature readings
Garden temperatures ranged on average from 1.5°F to
54.8°F lower (in the sun and shade respectively) than
nearby impervious surfaces. The soil and vegetation in the
gardens more closely matched neighborhood ambient air
temperatures during the hour the measurements were taken,
which were higher than annual average temperatures for that
time of season.

See e.g. Mackey, C. Evaluating Chicago’s Urban Heat Island Policy with Remote Sensing, June 23, 2009 Presentation, Yale Univ.
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Chart S: Summary of Temperature (°F) Readings at Lawrence, Fulton and Morrill Elementary Gardens

Location & Time

Temp Temp Temp Temp Temp Temp
1
2
3
4
5
6

High

Average

Ambient

Annual
Average

Lawrence Street Garden
Sept 10, 2013 - 1:00pm

Asphalt Street at entrance
Garden soil and plants

119.2
83.3

118.5
88.3

117.4
94.8

117.4
93.5

119.2
97.7

118.3
98.8

119.2
98.9

117.8
92.7

97
97

86.9
86.9

104.8
93.1
65.4
90.5

105
92.6
66.1
93.9

104.6
92.4
70.4
89.6

103.4
93.4
63.6

102.3
92.9
65.9

105.3
92.2
65.1

105.3
93.4
70.4
93.9

104.2
92.8
66.1
91.3

77.9
77.9
77.9
77.9

47-64
47-64
47-64
47-64

92.4
119.8
70
90.6

95.6
117.4
69
82.7

95.1
119.6
69.6
73.5

96.2
130.8
73.1
77.6

93.9
130.8
68.6
79.1

92.8
131.2

96.2
131.2
73.1
90.6

94.3
124.9
70.1
80.8

72
72
72
72

49-62
49-62
49-62
49-62

Fulton Street Garden
Oct 2, 2013 - 1:00pm

Black asphalt outside gate
White sidewalk outside gate
Vegetable bed (shade)
Vegetable bed - soil (sun)

Morrill School Garden
Oct 10, 2013 - 1:20pm

Asphalt by school playground
Blue rubber playground
Garden (shade)
Garden (sun)
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Temperature differential at the Lawrence Street Garden
Temperature was measured at the Lawrence Street Garden on September 10, 2013 at 1 p.m. The city was experiencing
unseasonably warm temperatures. Locally, a nearby weather station reported the local ambient air near the garden at 97°F.
Ground temperature measurements were taken of soil and plants at the Lawrence Street Global Garden, which was largely exposed
to the sun. Control temperature measurements were taken on the dark asphalt street at the North Sacramento Avenue entrance
of the garden. The average garden temperature was 92.7°F, which was 4.3°F lower than the ambient air. The average street
temperature was over 25°F hotter, at 117.8°F. The results indicate that the garden lowered the ground temperature, in line with
research performed over the last decade by both the City of Chicago and independent research groups.
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Temperature differential at the Fulton Street Flower and
Vegetable Garden
Temperature was measured at various locations in the Fulton
garden in both the direct sun and shade on October 2, 2013
at 1 p.m. The hotter garden temperatures were taken on the
black soil in the vegetable beds, while the cooler ones were of
planted or wood chip areas. Contrasting measurements were
taken on the black asphalt street next to the garden gate and
the adjacent white sidewalk. The city was unusually warm
for early October, registering 77.9°F. Garden temperatures
taken in the shade were 26.7°F to 38.1°F cooler respectively
than neighboring white concrete and black asphalt. On
average the garden was 11°F cooler than the ambient air. The
temperature differential was much lower in garden rows
directly in the sun, especially in areas with exposed black soil.
These garden areas were only 1.5°F to 12.9°F cooler than the
nearby concrete and asphalt and were on average 11°F warmer
than the air temperature. This demonstrated that the density
of vegetation across the garden can dramatically affect how
much the green space helps stabilize or reduce heat.

soil (sun) and new plantings (shade), and on two neighboring
impervious surfaces: dark asphalt and a dark blue rubber
playground. The garden plants were two degrees cooler than
the ambient air. The soil that was in the sun was on average
eight degrees warmer than the air temperature. Even with
the exposed dark soil, the garden was almost on average
14°F cooler than the asphalt and over 40°F cooler than the
rubber playground surface. In the shade, the difference
was more pronounced. The garden was an average of 24°F
cooler than the asphalt and 54°F cooler than the playground.
The playground repeatedly registered as unusually hot, on
average of 34°F warmer than the adjacent asphalt. The results
indicated that the garden significantly reduced ground
temperature at the school.

The results also support the City of Chicago strategy in
its Climate Change Action Plan73 to invest in both “green”
solutions and “white” reflective technology that reduces
the amount that surfaces absorb and trap heat. The white
concrete sidewalk was on average over 11°F cooler than the
black asphalt road.
Temperature differential at the Morrill Elementary School
Garden
Temperature was measured at Morrill Elementary in midOctober at 1 p.m. on a 72°F day that was also hotter than the
annual average. Temperature was measured in the garden

73

Chicago Climate Action Plan, City of Chicago, available at: www.chicagoclimateaction.org

The garden and raised beds at Morrill Elementary School
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Chart T: Variations in Temperature for Different Surface Types

Location & Time

Difference in
Temperature

Lawrence Street Garden
Garden to asphalt

25.1°F

Fulton Street Garden
Garden (shade) to asphalt
Garden (sun) to asphalt
Garden (shade) to concrete
Garden (sun) to concrete

38.1°F
12.9°F
26.7°F
1.5°F

Morrill School Garden
Garden (shade) to asphalt
Garden (sun) to asphalt
Garden (shade) to playground (blue rubber)
Garden (sun) to playground (blue rubber)

24.2°F
13.5°F
54.8°F
44.1°F

A sunny spot in the Fulton Street Garden

Conclusion
The measurements at the community and school gardens validate that green spaces and plants can significantly lower ground
temperatures, especially in the shade. The difference is more pronounced when comparing garden temperatures to dark
impervious surfaces, like asphalt, than to lighter reflective surfaces that do not absorb as much heat. The exponential increase
in building these gardens can contribute to a city-wide stormwater management strategy by both directly reducing and
slowing runoff and indirectly cooling the air and removing pollution to potentially reduce additional storm events in the urban
area. Further study is recommended of how much increasing the installation of community gardens and green infrastructure
practices on school campuses can both lower the temperature of Chicago heat islands and provide immediate and long-term
reductions in stormwater runoff.
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CONCLUSION
Stormwater monitoring and modeling results indicate that the school and community gardens reduced and slowed rainfall
compared to nearby rooftops and parking lots. The gardens trapped and filtered pollutants, such as sediment, that otherwise
would have flowed into the sewer. The ground was also generally hotter on the paved surfaces than in the vegetated areas at all
recorded locations.

Chart U: Summary of Water Quality and Volume Reduction Results for Four Project Sites
Project Name
Gallons of Stormwater Storage Added
Gallons of Rainwater Conserved Annually
for Reuse
Pounds of Sediment Removed, % Reduction

Morrill Elementary
School

Grissom Elementary
School

Lawrence Street
Garden

Fulton Garden Water
Reuse System

6,660 (full to depth of 2 ft.)

210,000

65,000

1,650 (from cisterns)

Unknown

Unknown

Unknown

11,500 gallons

970 pds/acre/yr,
97% reduction

999 pds/acre/yr, 100%
reduction up to 3.5” storm.*
18,920 (runoff reduced in 44,900
sq. ft. project area)

980 pds/acre/yr, 98%
reduction
Project area: 2,500,
Entire site: 65,340
Project area: 2,500,
Entire site: 65,340

Area of Impervious Cover Removed (ft2)

6,300

Area of Green Infrastructure Added (ft2)

6,300

18,920

90% reduction in
typical peak rate
90%

99% reduction in
typical peak rate.**
99.8%***

13.5°F - 54.8°F

% Reduction in Rate of Runoff (ft3/sec/acre)
% Reduction in Annual Volume of Runoff
Average Temperature Reduction in Garden
Number of K-12 Students Engaged

Number of Directly Involved Partners
Project Implemented on Publicly Owned or
Accessible Land

Unknown
5,277
5,277

98%

Unknown

81%

34%

Unknown (not built yet)

25.1°F

834

333

Unknown

Chicago Public Schools, City
of Chicago Dept. of Water
Mgmt., MWRD, Building
School Gardens

Chicago Public Schools, City of
Chicago Dept. of Water Mgmt.,
MWRD, Space to Grow

40 gardeners, CLESE,
neighboring Condo
Association, City of
Chicago, MWRD

1.5°F - 38.1°F
Mentors dozens of teens; CPS
Youth Service Days
30 gardeners, Greencorps
Chicago, Safer Foundation,
NeighborSpace, Openlands,
etc.

Yes

Yes

Gated but accessible to
community

Gated but accessible to
community

The green infrastructure will reduce 100% of sediment up to a 3.5-inch storm event. For larger events, permeable paving and bioretention will reduce 90% and 82% respectively
of Total Suspended Solids. Assuming green infrastructure at Grissom Elementary will result in an average annual TSS loading of 1,000 pounds per acre per year and a 99%
removal rate, which equates to removing 999 pounds of TSS per acre per year.
** The green infrastructure will provide a 100% reduction in runoff for rainfalls as large as 3.5 inches. For larger 10-year and 100-year storms, runoff volume is reduced by 96% and
84% respectively.
*** Green infrastructure at Grissom Elementary will result in a 99.8% reduction in average annual runoff volume: 100% for 99% of events, and 80% reduction for the remaining 1%
of events.
*
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Next steps in creating community-based stormwater solutions
The benefits of this project extend far beyond the physical
boundaries of the specific on-the-ground sites. Through
Space to Grow, the Metropolitan Water Reclamation District
of Greater Chicago, Chicago Public Schools, and the City
of Chicago are pooling their talent and funding to create
innovative schoolyards that engage children and their
families, reduce flooding, and lower ground temperature
in heat island areas. The partners are working together
to combine and test new green infrastructure practices
to extend the project benefits into the surrounding
neighborhoods in Chicago.

The community support at the Morrill School garden ribbon cutting

Next Steps: Recommended strategies and actions
to build systemic community-based green
infrastructure solutions

Morrill elementary students helping to plant their new school garden
(Photo by Allison Williams)
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This study recommends building upon the successful
results of the pilot community garden and school garden
initiatives to systematically increase the use of green
infrastructure throughout the Chicago metropolitan area.
Three core strategies can leverage these collaboratives into a
successful long-term community-based green infrastructure
stormwater management program: (1) strengthen
stormwater regulations and incentives, (2) expand
government initiatives on public land, and (3) exponentially
increase the private use of green infrastructure to become
common and accepted household practice.

1

Stormwater management regulations

Require development and redevelopment
throughout the region to use green infrastructure
to reduce stormwater runoff
Agencies at all levels are defining stormwater management
standards for urban development and redevelopment. While
the Illinois EPA is in the process of developing numeric volume
control requirements, the Metropolitan Water Reclamation
District of Greater Chicago and the City of Chicago have both
adopted local ordinances with volume reduction thresholds
and minimum standards. The Chicago ordinance74 requires
qualifying development and redevelopment of over 15,000
square feet to use green infrastructure practices to capture
the first half-inch of stormwater on site. The Cook County
Watershed Management Ordinance75 requires sites (other
than single family homes and open space) that are a half acre
to an acre to capture the first inch of runoff. While the city
standard undoubtedly will incrementally reduce flooding, the
Chicago Department of Water Management could potentially
revisit and strengthen its volume control requirements to be
in sync with the new parallel standards in the Cook County
ordinance.

ACTION 1 - Strengthen Local Ordinances
Encourage the City of Chicago and others to adopt
stronger municipal volume control standards.

ACTION 2 - Adopt State Volume Reduction Standards
Advocate for the Illinois and United States EPA to adopt
state stormwater regulations with strong numeric volume
reduction standards.

ACTION 3 - Incentivize Green Infrastructure
Encourage the City of Chicago Department of Water
Management to develop a program to incentivize and

ultimately regulate disconnecting downspouts at a
household level.

74
75

“City of Chicago Stormwater Management Ordinance Manual,” City of Chicago Department of Water Management et al. (Mar. 2014)
Cook County Watershed Management Ordinance (2014), available at: wmo.mwrd.org
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2

Government practice

Leverage public resources to accelerate building
green infrastructure on public land
The agencies collaborating on community and school gardens
demonstrate great potential to leverage government resources
on a larger scale and accelerate building green infrastructure
on public land. The multitude of community benefits, from
reducing flooding and crime to raising healthier children,
create a broad base of government support to replicate
and expand using these green infrastructure practices.
The following actions can help combine and focus agency
activity to grow and sustain public elements of a robust green
infrastructure stormwater management solution.

ACTION 1 - Collaborate to Systemically Build Gardens
Continue to collaborate with Chicago Public Schools,
the City of Chicago Department of Water Management,
Metropolitan Water Reclamation District of Greater
Chicago, other agencies and non-profit organizations to
steadily transform eligible vacant neighborhood lots and
asphalt schoolyards into thriving community and school
gardens with green infrastructure solutions. Agencies
should further explore how they can utilize community
and school gardens to reduce runoff from surrounding
neighborhoods.
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ACTION 2 - Create a National Model
Collaborate with the United States EPA and other
pioneering cities, such as Philadelphia, to galvanize a
model community-based green infrastructure school
program on a national level. Sister cities can share
progress, insight, and joint funding to advance this
common initiative and help other cities adopt this
successful model.

ACTION 3 - Monitor and Educate
Regularly monitor or model these green infrastructure
solutions to verify the extent that they reduce
stormwater runoff volume and pollutant loading,
and standardize monitoring protocols to develop
an “industry standard” for local government and
private practice. Circulate monitoring results from
public projects to validate and raise the profile of
green practices to communities, engineering firms,
developers, municipalities, and agencies in the region.
Government agencies can hold workshops to educate
and encourage engineers and local officials to rely
more upon green infrastructure to manage stormwater.

ACTION 4 - Quantify Scalable Benefits
Collaborate with the City of Chicago, the Metropolitan
Water Reclamation District, Chicago Public Schools,
and other agencies to quantify how installing
an exponential number of green infrastructure
projects on public land (e.g., schools and roads) and
private lots (by way of required development and
redevelopment) can reduce basement flooding and
combined sewer overflows. Evaluate the potential
for expanding the use of green infrastructure at
a household level through various incentives and
regulatory requirements.

ACTION 6 - Use Green Infrastructure in
Developed Forest Preserves Areas
Encourage the Forest Preserve District of
Cook County to adopt a protective stormwater
management policy and ordinance with clear
parameters for building green infrastructure practices
in the forest preserves. Once this safeguard is
in place, the Forest Preserve District staff should
collaborate with the other agencies on mutually
beneficial public green infrastructure projects.

ACTION 7 - Create a Regional Plan for Green
Infrastructure Practices
ACTION 5 - Increase Green Infrastructure in Parks
Support an open dialogue between the City of
Chicago, Chicago Park District, the Metropolitan
Water Reclamation District of Greater Chicago,
and the Illinois Environmental Protection Agency
to leverage grant opportunities and common
programmatic interests to install green infrastructure
in city parks. Create interpretive signage and hold
volunteer events to educate visitors and surrounding
communities about the value of and need for green
best management practices.

Collaborate with the City of Chicago, sister agencies,
and other non-profit organizations to develop a
comprehensive strategy to systematically install and
connect multiple green infrastructure stormwater
projects as hubs and corridors within flood prone
areas.

ACTION 8 - Create a Maintenance Authority
Create an authority that can provide technical
assistance and ensure long-term maintenance of
community and school gardens.
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3

Instilling green household practices

Change how residents and businesses manage
stormwater
Showcasing the benefits of best management practices to
neighborhood residents and businesses can help spark a
cultural revolution in how people value, and ultimately take
responsibility to manage, stormwater at the household level.
This strategy moves beyond instilling values into permanently
changing behavior. It requires connecting the use and
maintenance of green infrastructure to core personal values,
such as people’s children, jobs, and homes. This engagement
must be regularly reinforced over a matter of years to change
how people routinely act.

ACTION 1 - Engage Residents
Involve community residents at all stages of
planning and building green infrastructure practices.
For instance, Space to Grow requires strong
neighborhood support for each school and includes
residents’ thoughts and community vision at the
schoolyard design stage, and involves them in the
installation and ongoing maintenance of the new
green space.

ACTION 2 - Coordinate Use of Multiple Green
Practices
Collaborate with agencies and other non-profit
organizations to offer multiple types of green
infrastructure projects in the same neighborhood.
For instance, fostering both school and community
gardens in interested communities, and planting trees
along connecting streets will further extend green
infrastructure practices into their neighborhoods.
These outlets can deepen people’s connection to
nature, creating a stronger understanding of why we
need to better manage water.

A neighborhood family helping to plant the Morrill School garden
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ACTION 3 - Inspire Change
Study how to best motivate people to change the
way they value, and ultimately act to manage, water.
Increase public education and targeted outreach so
that people accept and act as part of a neighborhood
green infrastructure solution. Use visualization tools
and other engaging methods to illustrate how best
management practices help reduce flooding.

The above recommendations can help unlock green
infrastructure opportunities and integrate different agency
approaches to best management practices to create communitybased stormwater solutions. They can help engage Chicago
residents to ultimately add stormwater capacity by using green
infrastructure practices at the household level.

School and community gardens are transformative. They
are proven to hold and clean rain that otherwise overwhelms
our sewers and backs up in our basements, and they cool the
ground in urban heat islands. Moreover, they are parks in places
often devoid of green space, inspiring children to learn and rekindling
community pride.
The systemic conversion of paved lots to gardens is emerging as a
national movement. In addition to the ecological and economic benefits
these gardens provide, they also hold the promise of changing how
people value water and ultimately reconnect to the natural landscape.
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